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Summary
Animal production systems in the Kaïbo region have been surveyed to obtain a
description and typology of their practices. Farmers from a Mossi autochthonous
town, a Mossi colonist village and Fulani settlers were interviewed.
Feeding of animals was mainly done by bush grazing; the Mossi supplemented crop
residues during the dry season. Some feed (sorghum bran, cotton seed cake) was
bought. The Mossi had numbers of sheep and goats that varied from 0 to 25. Cattle
were often 2 to 4 draught bulls and cattle entrusted to a Fulani. The Fulani had
numbers of small ruminants ranging from several dozens to well over a hundred,
cattle from thirty to over two hundred.
The Mossi of the autochthonous town Kaïbo Centre and the colonist village Kaïbo
Sud V5 were found to practise mostly arable farming with integrated livestock
production. Next to the strong arable support function of draught animals to plough
fields and transport produce etc., there were extensively kept, bush grazing, herds of
sheep, goats and cattle of varying numbers. Some people practise zero-grazing
fattening of rams or bulls. Substantial use of crop residues and collection of manure
are essential for the Mossi agricultural systems. Indications were found for
diversification away from pure arable farming to integrated farming. Specialization
into one or some of the forms of diversification can take place, as was found most
obvious in Kaïbo Centre.
The Fulani living near Kaïbo Sud V5 practised an extensive agropastoral system.
They were transhumant nomads specialized in keeping large herds of cattle and
small ruminants by grazing the bush. They came originally from the overgrazed
north of Burkina Faso, into the then sparsely populated Kaïbo region. They settled
and subsistence cropping of sorghum and maize was taken up. More (Mossi and
some Fulani) colonists settled. Available grazing land declined because of increasing
fields and competing herds. At present, the transhumance period is increasing.

Résumé
Systèmes de production animales dans la region de Kaïbo sont survée pour obtenir
une description et typology de leurs pratiques. Paysans d'une ville autochtone
Mossi, une village des colonistes Mossi et des colonistes Peulh étaient interviewé.
L'affouragement des animaux étaient fait pout la plupart par la broutage de la
brousse. Les Mossi supplementaient des résidus de récolte pendant la saison
sèche. Quelques formes de nourriture (son de sorgho, grain de coton) étaient
achetés. Les nombres de têtes de troupeaux de petits ruminants Mossi variaient de
0 à 25. Nombres de bovins étaient souvant 2 à 4 bovins de trait et des boeufs
confiés chez un Peulh. Les Peulh avaient des nombres de petits ruminants de
quelques dizaines à plus de cent, et des nombres de bovins de trente à plus de
deux cent.
Les Mossi de la ville autochtone Kaïbo Centre et la village coloniste Kaïbo Sud V5
pratiquaient pour la plupart l'agriculture à élevage integré. A coté de la fonction
supportive forte de la culture attelée et le transport de la récolte etc., il y avaient des
troupeaux bovins et petits ruminants gérés extensives par la broutage de la brousse.
Quelques gens pratiquaient l'embouchement des béliers ou taureaux à la
concession. Utilisation substantielle des résidus de récolte et la collection du fumier
est essentiel pour les systèmes agricultures Mossi. Il y avaient des indications de
diversification de l'agriculture pure vers la production integrée. Spécialisation à une
ou quelques branches de cette diversification est possible, comme étaient le plus
clair à Kaïbo Centre.
Les Peulh demeurants proche de Kaïbo Sud V5 étaient specialisé à élever des
grands troupeaux de bovins et petits ruminants par la broutage de la brousse. Ils
venaient des terrains surpaturés au nord du pays vers la région de Kaïbo, en ces
temps pauvre populé. Ils s'étaient sédentarisés et commencaient la culture
subsistance de sorgho et maïs. Plus de colonistes (Mossi et quelques Peulh)
arrivaient. La pâturage disponible s'est détrechit à cause des champs et troupeaux.
A ce moment, la période de transhumance s'augmente.

1 Introduction
The integrity of the rangeland systems of livestock production in the arid and semiarid zones of Sub-Saharan Africa is being threatened by high human populations,
increased cultivation, and the cutting of trees for fuel. Severe land degradation is
occurring (Winrock International, 1992). The use of land changes rapidly, food
security decreases and migration increases. Burkina Faso's environmental issues
are currently that droughts and desertification severely affect agricultural activities,
population distribution, and the economy. There are problems of overgrazing, soil
degradation and deforestation (CIA, 1994).
The degradation of the Sahelian zone has led to many research programmes,
including the research by the Antenne Sahélienne in Burkina Faso. Central themes
are the uses and management of the natural resources in the Sahel.
Research is focused on the physical, biological, ecological and socio-economic
processes involved in the use of the sylvopastoral land, at village level. This
interdisciplinary research is divided over three areas: physical, socio-economic and
biological/ecological.
The central question in the biological/ecological research is: "What are the changes
in the use and management of the sylvopastoral land that result in sustainability?"
(L'Antenne Sahélienne: à vol d'oiseau)
Themes in the biological/ecological research are (among others)
- definition and classification of the sylvopastoral systems
the interaction and competition among the different (changing) uses of
sylvopastoral and arable land, including irrigated valleys.
This research includes animal production, its relation to arable farming and its use of
the natural resources.
Once, to the farmers, clearly defined traditional agricultural systems are
disappearing. New, more technological and more intensive ways of farming have
been introduced. At the same time, people adopt ways and habits of agricultural
systems traditionally practised by other ethnic groups. In the Zoundwéogo province,
arable farming, livestock farming and forestry coexist, but arable farming eliminates
the others or makes them subordinate (Breman, 1992).
Investigations into the composition of small ruminant herds, their use of bush forage,
and animal traction have been carried out. This research concentrated on animal
production practices in general and their relation to the purpose of animal production
in particular. What is the current range of practices? Are these practices targeted at
animal production or arable farming? Are animal production and arable farming
integrated or separated? Do farmers differ in level of intensification?

These questions gave rise to the following research goals:
1) To describe animal husbandry practices in the research area.
2) To typify the different forms of livestock production, based on their way and
level of integration with crop production and intensification of livestock and crop
production.
ad 1) This includes the description of the relation between animal production and
arable farming, Fulani and Mossi, traditional and new ways.
ad 2) 'Transformations des relations Agriculture Elevage au Sahel' (CORAF, 1993)

gives a typology of Sahelian livestock systems. Based on this, each farmer will be
typified.
Other ways of typology are devised, like scoring of elements of crop-livestock
integration (Mortimore and Turner, 1993) or modes of agriculture (availability of land,
labour and capital) versus crop-livestock integration (Schiere, 1995). The CORAF
typology was chosen because it was most specific for individual farms in the semiarid zone of West-Africa.

Figure 1. Burkina Faso. (source: Grouzis, 1987)

Figure 2. The Kaïbo region. (source: Van der Veen, 1983)
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2 Methods and materials
2.1 The research area
Burkina Faso (Figure 1) is administratively divided in thirty provinces. The research
area is located in Zoundwéogo province, which is in the southern part of Burkina
Faso. Zoundwéogo covers 3453 km2 and has around 200000 inhabitants (PDI/Z,
1991).
The provincial capital Manga is about 100 kilometers south of the national capital
Ouagadougou. The Manga area has an average annual rainfall of approximately
1000 mm and a population density of over 100 people per square kilometer of useful
agricultural land (Prudencio, 1993).
The research was done in a small town, Kaïbo Centre (Figure 2), and a village,
Kaïbo Sud V5, which are approximately eight kilometers apart and about twenty-five
kilometers east of Manga.
Before 1974 the river valleys of several West-African countries were uninhabitable
because of Onchocercosis (river blindness), but this disease was eradicated with the
help of the World Health Organization. Kaïbo Sud V5 is one of seven villages (V1 up
to V7) in the Development Unit Kaïbo Sud of the Autorité des Aménagements des
Valleés de Volta (AVV) in the plain of the Koulipélé river. Kaïbo Sud was colonized
by arable farmers, mostly Mossi, from the northern provinces between 1974 and
1978. Each settler was given 10 ha of land for cultivation. This caused some
difficulties with the Fulani livestock farmers who already lived in the area. A zone
pastorale was created in Sondré Est (15 km to the east), completely separating
arable farming from animal husbandry and ignoring the close co-operation that
always had existed between arable farmers and livestock breeders (Elskamp, 1995).
Many, but not all of the livestock breeders decided to move to Sondré Est. Those
who stayed have some regret, now that Sondré Est has been closed to new
immigrants and the arable farmers in the AVV area occupy more and more land and
own growing herds themselves, which limits the freedom of movement of the Fulani.
The AVV activities included some extension programs. Bush clearing, training and
ploughing with bulls and growing of fodder crops were the most important subjects.
In the beginning regular veterinary check-ups were done as well. The Fulani could
not participate in these activities.
Kaïbo Sud V5 (further referred to as 'V5') was one of the first colonization villages.
Most of the settlers brought a few animals (sheep, goats, cattle). These herds have
since grown significantly.
The village consists of concessions, traditionally constructed Mossi houses,
separated by fields. The village has three wells with hand-pumps. Thanks to these,
water supply is said never to have been a problem.
Around the villages V5 and V6, away from the partially improved earth roads, live
several Fulani with their relatively large herds. Some of them already lived in the
area before the start of the AVV, while others arrived only a few years ago. They get
the water for their animals mostly from wells near riverbeds. These can be dry during
the dry season.
Kaïbo Centre (further referred to as 'Kaïbo') is an autochtonous town. It consists
mostly of concrete houses (constructions durs) and, off the main road, some
traditional clay houses. Not all the inhabitants are farmers as in V5; there are some
small shops and a pub. There are plenty of wells with hand-pumps and some people
collect rainwater in waterholes in the court-yard. The farms are generally larger in
area and in number of buildings than those in V5.
Every three days there is a market, which is an important economic and social event
for the people of Kaïbo and the surrounding AVV villages.
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2.2 The participants
Fourteen farmers from Kaïbo and V5 were included in the Antenne Sahélienne
research on small ruminants (Elskamp, 1995). They were again found willing to
cooperate in the present study.
The Mossi in V5 are originally arable farmers growing maize, sorghum, cowpea,
peanut, rice, bambara groundnut (pois de terre) and sweet potato. Their primary
cash crop is cotton; most other crops are subsistence crops with sales of surpluses
on the local market. There are permanent fields near the house (champs de case)
and fields in the bush (champs de brousse) which are kept under fallow cultivation.
Ploughing the fields is done with draught bulls, a technique introduced by the
extension in the early years of the AVV. Therefore, all families own several draught
bulls. Small herds of sheep and goats are kept, mainly as a source of cash income.
Most people are Muslim; the few Christians own pigs as well. Each family has a
donkey and a donkey cart, which is used for transport of manure and agricultural
produce to and from the fields and for transport to and from the market. Chickens
and guinea-fowl are abundant. Numbers of animals have been increasing over the
years. Several farmers have cattle entrusted to a Fulani. Generally, only draught
bulls are kept at home by the Mossi.
Fields are dressed with animal manure collected from the animal confinement
places and with small amounts of chemical fertilizer.
Six households in V5 were surveyed. Four of them were immigrants from the region
of Kaya and two were autochthonous to the region, they came from near Manga.
They are referred to as M01 - M06.
The Mossi in Kaïbo have a farming system much like that of the Mossi in V5, but
cultivate more land, with greater variety of crops and seem to have a more
commercial than subsistence attitude. Some of them direct more attention to
livestock breeding, even to the point where they have all of the cattle in their own
care.
The Mossi in Kaïbo are all autochthons. Four households in this village were
surveyed. They are referred to as T07 - T10.
The Fulani living around V5 and V6 are immigrants from the north; some of them
arrived before the start of the AVV. They are traditionally nomads performing
transhumance, living in one place with the family during the rainy season and
tracking with the cattle herds during the dry season, looking for forage in the south,
where the rain starts earlier in the year.
The first Fulani that arrived from the northern provinces found an area abundant with
forage and stopped seasonal moving altogether. Now that the competition for land
and forage is increasing, transhumance is practised again for a couple of months
each year.
Although they consider themselves first of all livestock breeders, they practice some
arable farming, growing mainly sorghum and maize.
Animals include large numbers of cattle, sheep and goats, and some donkeys and
fowl. Some Fulani have cattle, owned by Mossi, in their herd to care for. In exchange
for this service, the herdsman gets the milk, sometimes a young animal, or his fields
are ploughed for him.
Four Fulani households were surveyed. They arrived over the past twenty years;
one immigrated before the start of the AVV, one arrived in 1984 and two came in
1992.
They are referred to as P11 - P14.
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Table 1. Participants.
Ethnic
Mossi
Mossi
Fulani

Village
Kaïbo Centre
Kaïbo Sud V5
Kaïbo Sud V5

Household code
T07 - T10
M01 - M06
P11 - P14

To assess the degree of integration and intensification of animal husbandry, it was
necessary to obtain detailed information on current practices related to animal
husbandry and herd sizes.
Many interviews were held on the subjects of feeding at home and in the bush, herd
management, use of animals and products, veterinary care, confinement and the
problems of increasingly crowded land. The cattle herds were described in terms of
breed, sex, age and function of each animal.
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3 Results
The interviews and surveys yielded detailed information on practices in animal
production, which are reported in the following sections. Themes that are discussed
are feeding of crop residues and bush grazing, composition and management of the
herds, the functions of the animals and the use of their products, health care and
confinement.
3.1 Feeding
Feeding is done at home using crop residues, sorghum bran, collected herbs from
the bush, sometimes cultivated Dolichos lablab and feed bought (like cotton seed
cake and salt). The other basic source of feed is the bush: the herding routines of
Mossi and Fulani are discussed.
3.1.1 Hand feeding
'Hand feeding' deals with anything that is fed to the animals when they are at home.
3.1.1.1 Crop residues
Introduction
For livestock producers in Sub-Saharan Africa, inability to feed animals adequately
throughout the year is the most widespread technical constraint (Winrock
International, 1992). One way of coping with the problem of feeding the animals is
the use of crop residues.
In this report, crop residues are defined as those parts of the crops that are not used
for human consumption. They are an important source of animal fodder during the
dry season. All farmers use some form of crop residues.
Most crop residues are straws, which are considered of poor quality because of their
low crude protein and energy content. It must be noted that the qualification 'good'
or 'bad' is system-dependent (Schiere, 1995).
Two groups of crop residues are distinguished in this report: 'stored residues' that
are harvested and stored for use during the dry season and 'field residues', that are
exploited on the field, i.e. grazed on the spot by cattle, sheep, goats and donkeys
and are usually finished quickly. Field residues are discussed in paragraph 3.1.2.2.
Stored crop residues
The Fulani store few crop residues (they do not practise much arable farming). The
main source of feed for their animals is bush fodder; if that runs short, the Fulani
start transhumance.
Stored crop residues are an important source of animal feed during the dry season
to the animals of the Mossi, in addition to bush grazing. It is piled up in large
quantities on wooden hangars, in trees and sometimes in derelict huts.
Crop residues are collected immediately after harvest to prevent the residues from
being grazed off, because the animals are allowed to wander around more after the
harvest.
The most common crop residues are the stalks of red and white sorghum. Other
residues are stalks of pearl millet, and straw of peanuts, cowpea and rice. Sorghum
bran, a kitchen by-product, is also extensively used.
Red sorghum
Stalks and leaves of red sorghum were fed by half of the farmers (among whom all
the farmers of Kaïbo) and are collected directly after harvest. The other half of the
farmers, say that it is not possible to store the residues of red sorghum, because at
the time of harvest the rainy season is not yet over and it would rot. They used it for
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stubble grazing directly after harvest. The Fulani in this study did not grow red
sorghum.
The stalks are tied in bundles and stored on a hangar until fed in the hottest time of
the year. The stalks, with the leaves, are mainly used for cattle and the donkey
(photo 1). A few farmers allow sheep to eat the leaves, whereafter the bare stalks
are fed to the cattle and the donkey. Stalks were fed in different forms: as a whole
stalk, broken (in two or more smaller pieces), and mixed with other residues or
collected herbs from the bush.
White sorghum
Very similar to red sorghum, but it is used by more farmers, even a Fulani (who
feeds it to the weaker cows, mostly the oldest).
It is much more abundant than red sorghum and the harvest of white sorghum
coincides with the end of the rainy season, so it does not rot.
Millet
The farmers in Kaïbo collected the stalks of millet. It is not very much liked by cattle
because of the high fibre content and its irritating surface. Donkeys have the least
problems with it; the stalks of millet are fed to them shortly after harvest.
Peanut straw
Farmers that grew peanuts, often fed the straw to their animals. After harvesting the
peanut plants (by manual uprooting), the pods are pulled off at home. The remaining
straw, with the leaves, is stored in small bundles on hangars. It is fed from April
onwards, sometimes mixed with salt. It is mainly given to sheep because of its much
higher pallatability than sorghum stalks.
Rice straw
The few farmers that grew rice, stored the straw, loose or in small bundles. On the
hangar it dries. It is fed early, in February, or when there's lack of bush forage. It is
given to cattle and donkeys, sometimes mixed with salt.
Cowpea straw
Of the few farmers that grew cowpea (niébé), most stored the stems with leaves on
a hangar (photo 4). One Fulani had a small amount of it (a gift from a Mossi) and
had it stored in a tree. One farmer had bought cowpea straw on the market and fed
it mixed with stalks of sorghum and millet. It was mostly used for small ruminants,
sometimes for cattle and donkeys.
Maize
One farmer in Kaïbo had stored some maize stalks that had not rotted (maize is
harvested towards the end, but still in the rainy season). He fed it to cattle and the
donkey during the dry season, but had only a small amount. He estimated it would
be finished within a week. Other farmers didn't store maize stalks because they rot
and are poorly palatible feed for the animals.
Sweet potato vines
Two farmers in Kaïbo fed the vines and leaves of sweet potatos to sheep, one of
them also to cattle and the donkey. It was a small amount, which was finished long
before the rainy season started.
Others
The residues of Bambara groundnut are said to be difficult to collect. Cotton plants
are browsed a little bit on the field by goats but is not liked. It is said to "taste awful
because of the insecticides".
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Sorghum bran
Sorghum bran (bran of red and white sorghum and millet) is not a crop residue in the
strict sense of the word. It is a kitchen by-product and is put aside for the animals by
the women.
It is used by everyone and highly valued. If it's finished, it's bought on the market
(see paragraph 3.1.1.4).
It is fed to cattle, sheep, goats and pigs, but each farmer has a preferent use. Some
use it for fattening rams, others give it especially to cattle and sheep and only a few
give it to goats (photo 3). Striking is that the Fulani give sorghum bran only to old or
weak cows, or to their 'favourite cow'. Because of the large size of the Fulani herds
and the limited amount of sorghum bran, it is impossible to feed it to all the animals,
so certain animals are chosen.
Fed amounts vary from one plat (1 to 1.5 kilograms) per week to 2 or 3 plats per
day. Often a handful of salt (value ±25 FCFA, estimated ±175 g) is added.
There are several strategies of using crop residues:
Storage of crop residues only after a year of low crop production. After a year of
good production, the animals graze the natural pastures and crop residues are left in
the field.
Storage of little or no crop residues, each year. Prerequisite is the availability of
plenty of grazing land. An equilibrium that can be disturbed by e.g. the herds of
Fulani on transhumance.
The arable farmers collect each year the amount of crop residues they estimate to
be needed to feed the animals. (Dugué, 1989).
The strategy of the Mossi in the survey was the latter: the amount of crop residues
stored and the rate of utilization is adjusted in such a way, that the stock suffices till
the rains start.
Depending on the available amount of crop residues and the needs of the animals,
stored crop residues are fed from November through May, but by far the most during
March and April.
If there residues are left in the beginning of May, more is fed, to finish the stocks
before the rains, to prevent rotting.
The farmers preferably give certain types of crop residues to certain species of
animals, but rarely differentiate according to gender, age or production phase. They
use crop residues especially for animals that cannot go out for bush grazing for any
reason (like very young or sick animals, photo 2).
3.1.1.2 Herbs collected from the bush
Some farmers in Kaïbo collect herbs from the bush during the growing season.
These were stored like the crop residues: on hangars, where they dry. They were
fed during the hottest time of the year as supplement to the crop residues. One of
the farmers said that he collects those herbs which he saw being eaten by the
animals when they were grazing the bush. Another collected Pennisetum
pedicellatum, according to advice by the extension service. He fed it mixed with salt
to cattle and the donkey.
Collected herbs found were Stylosanthes spp. (a legume), Pennisetum pedicellatum
(Moore: kimbgo), Cassia tora (a legume that does not fix nitrogen (Van Keulen, pers.
com.)) and Rotboellia exaltata (Moore: kalinianga).
R. exaltata was fed in March and April, P. pedicellatum in April and May.
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Table 2 shows the weights of bundles of some types of crop residues and collected
herbs. Numbers of bundles fed per animal varied strongly among farmers. The
'small' collected herbs were mostly P. pedicellatum, the 'large' herbs were a mixture
of sorghum and millet stalks with a lot of grasses.
To give an indication of the amounts of crop residues transported home, Table 3
shows the number of bundles transported per cart. The amount per cart depended
on the distance to the field.
Table 2. Weight of bundles of crop residues.
Weight in kg per bundle of air dry matter. 'na': datum not available.
type \
thickness
small
medium
large

white
sorghum
2.8
3.5
4.2

millet
3.0
4.7
6.9

peanut
straw
2.5
3.7
na

collected
herbs
na
2.1
8.9

Table 3. Number of crop residue bundles per cart.
Numbers of bundles per cart. 'na': datum not available.
residue
type \ cart
type/ field
hand cart/
house
donkey
cart/ village
donkey
cart/ bush

white
sorghum

millet

peanut
straw

collected
herbs

cowpea
straw

15-20

20-25

10-15

na

10-15

60-70

50-60

30-40

60-70

30-35

40-50

40-50

25-30

60-70

25-30

cowpea
straw
na
1.6
na
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3.1.1.3 Fodder cultivation
AVV ran several extension programmes, among them one on fodder cultivation.
Dolichos lablab (French: dolique, Moore: marbinga) was promoted as extra feed for
the draught bulls. The first year all farmers were given the seeds, but cuurently
dolique is grown only by those farmers who can spare the time and can find the
seeds on the market (it appears to be rare on the market and costs about 450 Fcfa
per kilogram). The plant has to be harvested before it bears seed. It is grown in plots
of one-half hectare, produces around 5 donkey carts of forage and is fed not only to
draught bulls but also to sheep, goats and sometimes even donkeys.
3.1.1.4 Bought feed and fattening
Salt is always necessary for the animals, so all farmers supply it ("It's like cigarettes
for the animals", as one smoking Fulani farmer put it.). Cattle, sheep, goats and
donkeys are fed salt daily, or at least twice a week, often ad lib and/or mixed with
sorghum bran or cotton seed cake (grain de coton). Feeding salt is usually done at
home in the morning, to make sure the animals drink and eat well during the day.
Most of the salt is bought in bags of around 4000 Fcfa (estimated 30-35 kg), but
occasionally a licking stone is bought by the farmers in Kaibo.
Sorghum bran is sold in two forms: loose (son local or son en vrac) or as cake (son
cubé). Fulani feed sorghum bran to the weaker animals during the dry season,
Mossi feed it to the draught bulls during working periods. Both groups feed it in limited quantities to all animals during the dry season to maintain weight, and cattle
usually have priority. For the same reason some cotton seed cake is fed, but this is
comparatively expensive and sometimes difficult to obtain.
Some Mossi fatten rams, which they take from their herd or buy on the market. The
animals are kept at home, tied under a hangar and not allowed to browse in the
bush like the others. They are vaccinated, treated for parasites and fed on any feed
available but especially sorghum bran and cotton seed cake. Fattening takes around
two months. One farmer was also fattening a bull.
Fattening seems to serve as a form of investment. The farmers said they buy a ram
and the feed only if they have excess money. It can be very remunerative because
of the increased demand for meat of rams for the annual muslim festivities. Further
research might show whether the fattening is seasonal or related to the dates of
these Muslim festivities.
3.1.2 Bush grazing
The main source of forage for most animals is the bush. Herds of different numbers
of sheep, goats and cattle go out for grazing each day. They are guided by
herdsmen, or wander around unguarded in small groups. In the rainy season both
Mossi and Fulani take measures to prevent damage to the fields, but after the
harvest both animals and herdsmen have greater freedom of movement.
3.1.2.1 Daily routine
Fulani
The Fulani herd cattle and sheep all year long. Herds of cattle and sheep are found
together or separate with different herdsmen for either species. Goats usually
wander around on their own.
After breakfast, around 9 or 10 o'clock, the herdsmen leave camp to water the
animals at the wells (photo 12). Problems were said to occur sometimes when
horticulture was blocking access to certain wells. They continue in the bush till
sunset; on the way home they water the animals again. The herdsmen have supper
and the animals rest. Sheep stay in camp during the night, but cattle return to the
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bush (estimated at about midnight), to graze till around sunrise. When they come
home in the morning, they rest, are milked by the women, and sometimes fed some
salt.
Cattle herds encountered range from 30 to 250 animals.
Mossi
During the rainy season the Mossi have their cattle, sheep and goats herded in the
bush by a herdsman, usually a child. Sheep and goats are often tethered in a forage
rich place. Both herding and tethering are measures to prevent damage to the crops.
In the dry season, cattle, sheep and goats are said to be herded by herdsmen.
Observation showed that with the progress of the dry season, sheep and goats were
increasingly left wandering freely. Some draught bulls and cows were still herded,
probably because of their higher economic value. Other draught bulls were left
wandering anyway (photo 6).
The children are in the bush in the morning and the afternoon. In the morning,
around midday and on the way home in the evening, they water the animals at the
waterpumps (V5 and Kaïbo) or the wells near the houses (Kaïbo).
The children often wander around in small groups of friends from the same village,
herding the animals together.
Cattle numbers belonging to one parent rarely exceed 10, but because of herding in
groups, the Mossi herd sizes ranged from 5 to 25.
One Mossi in Kaïbo with a large herd had his cattle and sheep in the bush at night.
He seemed to have adopted some Fulani methods.
3.1.2.2 Selection of grazing area
The Fulani move with large herds, looking for stubble and bush herbs. The
herdsmen prefer to go to areas without too many arable fields. With the progress of
the dry season, the daily grazing area expands. Places where land owners grow
(fruit) trees or authorities perform reforestation (plantations), are avoided. Regrowth
after bush fires is considered insignificant and therefore not interesting to look for.
The children of the Mossi wander around the villages with small cattle herds, looking
for herbs in the bush and crop residues that have remained on the fields. Their
freedom of movement increases after harvest, because there are less crops that can
be damaged. Making longer walks with the progress of the dry season is considered
not useful because of competition with other people living and herding further away.
The Mossi children too, avoid plantations and were not really interested in regrowth
after bushfire.
Grazing on arable land
After the harvest of crops and residues that are to be stored, the fields are generally
left open to everyone. Most farmers make sure that their own animals arrive on their
fields first; some consider this the right of the owner of the field. The Fulani must ask
permission to graze their animals on a Mossi-owned field. In Kaïbo requirement of
getting permission is stricter than in V5. For example, one of the Mossi in Kaïbo only
allows the Fulani who takes care of his cows on his fields.
Most of the herdsmen in the survey, both Mossi and Fulani, indicate that they always
ask permission before entering a harvested field. Because many of the herdsmen
are children, sometimes their father asks permission first. Some children ask
permission themselves.
The crop residues on a field are finished within a few days after harvest; permission
is necessary only during that short time. After that, the herdsmen will again look for
grasses and herbs in the bush.
The Bissa are horticulturists living near the Nakanbé river (White Volta) in the region
of Binteng and in the direction of the town of Béguédo. In the rainy season they
grow sorghum on fields further away from the river. After the harvest they do not
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collect the sorghum stalks. The cattle of Fulani on transhumance profit from these
large amounts of stalks (photo 5).
3.1.2.3 Transhumance
The Fulani of V5 practise a short transhumance. In April or May, after receiving news
that the rain has started in the south, they send one of their sons with most of the
cattle herd. The herds travel from one watering point to the next. Then the herds
follow the fresh herbs up north, back home. Salt is bought on the way.
They have to be home again when the work on the fields commences, sometimes
less than two months after departure.
A few cattle are kept at home, to ensure milk supply. Sheep and goats stay home as
well.
The Fulani with the largest herd in V5 had his herd leave early, at the end of
December, split up in two groups that left with an interval of two weeks and took
different routes south. The reason for transhumance was the difficulty to find
sufficient forage for a herd of over 200 head. Bush fires advanced the date of
departure further. Another important reason is dry wells. One Fulani, who arrived
before the AVV project started in 1974, said that back in those days there was so
much forage that he did not need to go on transhumance, but since ten years his
animals again need to move for several months each year.
There are drawbacks to transhumance as well. Some herdsmen expressed their
fear of theft, and especially of contracting diseases, because during travel they meet
foreign herds from time to time.
3.1.2.4 Herdsmen and remuneration for entrusted animals
The heads of Fulani households usually have their cattle herds herded by the eldest
sons, and the sheep and goats by the younger children. Transhumance is the
responsability of the owner or his eldest son.
The heads of Mossi households usually have their young children herd the animals.
A few farmers herd the animals themselves.
Since herding is mostly the responsability of the family, no remuneration other than
the parental obligation to provide food, clothing and shelter is given.
About half of the Mossi interviewed had some or all of their cattle entrusted to a
Fulani (confié). The Fulani may always keep all milk and is allowed to enter the
owner's field first after harvest. Other payment is annually a bag of millet, or
offspring: for every two years of care, a bull of one or two years old, for every three
years a heifer of one or two years old. Sometimes the owner ploughs the
herdsman's field.
3.1.2.5 Use of trees for fodder
About half of the farmers and half of the herdsmen said to cut off the branches of
trees to feed the leaves to the animals. This in spite of an official ban. Some said to
do it secretly, others didn't do it at all to avoid fines and also forbade their children to
cut branches.
Cutting of branches was done mostly at the end of the dry season, because then
most of the bush herbs are finished.
One took the branches home for the weak animals and the fattening rams. But most
herdsmen fed the leaves on the branches immediately in the bush.
Especially the leaves of Pterocarpus spp. are liked by cattle and small ruminants.
The leaves of Khaya senegalensis and Bombax costatum are also fed.
As the dry season progressed, cattle themselves started eating the leaves and fruits
of trees and shrubs.
During bush grazing, children sometimes climb the trees to shake off the fruits.
Cattle eat the fruits of acacias right from the trees if they can reach them. But
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generally the animals eat fallen fruits. Mentioned species that were thus eaten are
Acacia seyal and Piliostigma spp..
Fruits were never collected in the bush and then brought home to feed to the
animals. In the Fulani camps often seeds of balanites fruits were observed.
According to the farmers the fruits are collected in the bush by goats, and
sometimes sheep. They carry the fruits in their mouths. In the camp, the animals spit
out the kernels.
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Photo 1. Calves and donkeys eating sorghum stalks; Kaïbo.

Photo 2. A sick cow (swollen knees) and her calf eating sorghum stalks; Fulani.
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Photo 3. Sheep, calves and a goat eating sorghum bran; Kaïbo.

Photo 4. A future draught bull eating some cowpea straw under a hangar full of crop
residues; V5.
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Photo 5. Fulani cattle grazing field residues.

Photo 6. Wandering draught bulls in the bush near V5.
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3.2 Herd management
The composition of the herds is quite typical for the different production systems.
The decision to sell an animal is mostly its health and fertility. There are no obvious
breeding measures taken for the extensively kept herds. The closely supported
animals like draught bulls and fattening rams are mostly obtained on the market.
3.2.1 Herd composition
Cattle
The participants' cattle herds were surveyed. Because it is not certain that questions
on herd size are answered correctly (Van Waveren, 1996), heads were counted. Not
all farmers cooperated (T07 & P11 are missing, their herds were unavailable for a
full survey, but they gave the total size of their herds).
Appendix C shows the number of cattle for each household, where possible, by age.
'Fraction' indicates the fraction of each class of animals (female, male or draught) of
the total number of cattle owned by the farmer. The Fulani had a relatively high
number of cows, because only a few bulls are needed to serve them. The Mossi of
V5 all had bulls, mostly used as draught bulls. The Mossi of Kaïbo had rather
variable herds compared to V5 and the Fulani. This is probably related to the
variability in size and specialization of their farms.
It must be noted that P13 actually cared for a herd of 73 animals, of which 41 were
owned by his brother. He thought it inappropriate to have his brother's animals
included in the survey.
Small ruminants
Appendix C also shows the total number of small ruminants in each household. For
sheep, the differences among households were less extreme than for cattle: sheep
were popular with all farmers. M04 had owned sheep, but they were all stolen.
Most farmers kept goats as a source of small cash. But some didn't have goats
because they thought them too destructive or difficult to manage because they
wander off too often.
3.2.2 Reproduction
During the interviews on reproduction, two words kept showing up: health and
fertility. Those are the basic concerns for any animal, either cattle, sheep or goat.
Poor health or poor fertility are the main reasons for disposal. Some preference may
be given to breed or colour, but the main objective remains to have as many animals
as possible. So animals which are healthy and fertile are not sold unless there is a
strong need for cash.
Paragraph 3.2.2.1 mostly refers to Fulani cattle. The Fulani are responsible for
nearly all the reproduction of cattle. There was only one Mossi cattle breeder that
managed the reproduction of cattle himself. Other Mossi owning cows, had
entrusted those animals to a Fulani.
Paragraphs 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.2.3 refer to sheep and goat breeds. Both sheep and
goats coming from the north of the country are known as the Sahelian breed or BaliBali. They are bigger than the southern Savanna breed or Djallonké. In English
literature Djallonké goats are known as West African dwarf goats. (Elskamp, 1995)
In the area of research extensive mixing of these two breeds has taken place. The
crossbreds are called métisses or sometimes nain.
3.2.2.1 Cattle
Breeds - Cattle belong to the short-horn West African Zebu (Bos indicus) (Le
Houérou, 1989). They have various colours: black, white, red and many mixed
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colours and patterns of those. There is also a minority of Bos taurus animals in the
area.
The Fulani preferred a pure Zebu herd. They expressed a definite dislike for Taurus.
Taurus fetches a lower price and is said to stray, getting lost. One Fulani compared
them to goats in that respect. But one Mossi cattle breeder wanted some métisses
(crossbreds of Zebu and Taurus), to have some smaller animals for selling to bridge
the price difference between sheep and Zebu cattle. One Fulani preferred to keep
red and grey bulls, for purely aesthetical reasons.
The Fulani let their herds mix at drinking places, during transhumance or when
herds of different owners are herded together. When the bulls of different herds are
used to eachother, they mate with cows in other herds. One Fulani did not have any
bulls old enough to be fertile, so he had his cows served by his brother's bulls.
The Mossi cattle breeder T07 avoided mixing of herds, because of fighting and
resulting injuries.
Bulls - number of reproductive bulls is kept low (rarely exceeding 10 in herds of up to
200 animals). A few bulls are sufficient to serve the cows. When cash is needed,
bulls are sold before cows. Prime requisites for keeping a bull are health and fertility,
and some breed properties. Bulls can freely mate with all the cows. The leading bull
has the best chances to fertilize the cows. If bulls have too many social order fights
(which can happen in large herds with relatively many bulls), the most aggressive
animals are sometimes castrated. The bulls are said to be most active between the
ages of 4 and 9 years. Decline in mating activity is a reason for selling bulls.
The Mossi T07, with a large cattle herd, obtained his draught bulls from his own
herd, and one Fulani had the same intention. The other Mossi farmers bought
draught bulls-to-be on the market. The other Fulani farmers did not use draught
bulls.
Cows - The largest part of the cattle herds consist of cows and their calves. Cows
are sold only when they are not healthy or not productive, i.e. not having calves or a
low milk production. Fertile age was said to be between 3 and 12 years. But the
youngest cows with calf in the survey were 4 years old. Calves were said to be born
mainly in the rainy season. Weaning is always natural. Thorns of spiny plants that
were sometimes seen on the nose of calves are to prevent the calf temporarily from
suckling, so more milk is left for the humans.
3.2.2.2 Sheep
Breed - All are hair sheep (Ovis aries sudanica) (Le Houérou, 1989) and mostly twocoloured: black and white or red and white.
Most Fulani and Mossi own the nain crossbred, some Djallonké. The crossbred is
said to be best suited to the climate. Also the bigger Bali-Bali are more prone to
theft. Since several herds are often herded together in the rainy season and wander
around unguarded in the dry period, crossbreeding occurs. One Mossi did not let his
herd wander without a child and had no rams, so he borrowed a ram from his
neighbour from time to time. This gave him the opportunity to select the most
healthy ram.
Rams - Numbers are rarely above 5 fertile rams in the herd. Rams appear to be
'small change', when cash is needed, and are the favourite animals to be eaten
during festivities, like baptisms, marriages and the end of Ramadan. For the Muslim
ritual of Tabaski, slaugthering a ram of at least one year old is obligatory. Some
farmers always buy an animal on the market, others take it from their herd if it meets
the criteria.
Criteria for maintaining a ram in the herd are health and fertility, breed (most prefer
the Bali-Bali/Djallonké crossbreds (nain)), but one Mossi said he preferred big and
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white animals. The rams are free to mate with all the ewes.
Between the age of 6 months and a year the farmer decides whether a ram is
suitable for maintaining it in the herd; then they stay until they are 3 or 4 years old.
Then they are sold or fattened and sold.
Ewes - Ewes are kept in the herd longer than rams. As long as they are healthy and
fertile, they stay up to an age of 7 or 8 years. One Fulani stated very clearly the
reasons to sell a female animal: 1) ill, 2) not reproductive, 3) need of cash, 4) old
age.
Lambs are born all year round. Weaning is natural, after 4 to 6 months, depending
on factors like pregnancy and milk production (which is higher during the rainy
season).
3.2.2.3 Goats
Breed - Most people keep Bali-Bali / Djallonké crossbreds. Although some of the
settlers arrived with the northern Bali-Bali breed, wandering in the bush and mixing
with other herds has changed most herds to crossbreds.
One Mossi wanted a higher percentage Bali-Bali in his herd (to get bigger animals),
but the Bali-Bali goats he bought died.
Two Mossi had no goats at all and one Fulani sold all but one animal. Reason was a
dislike of goats, they are considered destructive and unruly. One Mossi in Kaïbo lost
two goats the preceding year because they had been injured by angry farmers who
thought their crops were being threatened.
Males - The males are free to mate in the herd. Males are lower in number than
females; goats are very active maters so not many males are needed, therefore the
males are sold sooner than the females. One Mossi didn't have any fertile males at
all, but relied on the matings with goats from other herds when the animals wander
in the bush. Male goats are such notorious wanderers that some farmers castrate
the worst cases (when they don't come home for several days, and because of the
risk of theft). The worst wanderers are also the first to be sold. Goats are sold to
obtain relatively small amounts of cash. The males are said to be actively mating
from 6 months up to 4 or 5 years, but are often sold before that age.
To keep a male goat, it must of course be healthy and fertile. Whenever a goat is
bought on the market, some attention is also given to its size (preferred is large and
fat) and quality of the legs.
Females - Female goats are kept in the herd as long as they are healthy and drop
young without difficulty. They are said to be reproductive from 6 months up to 7 or 8
years of age. They are fertilized by bucks from the same herd or those from others
when encountered in the bush. Goats are nearly wild animals, weaning is completely
natural when the mothers are again pregnant, after about 6 months. There is a birth
peak in the period March/April/May (Elskamp, 1995).
Reasons to sell females, apart from poor health and low fertility, are need of cash
combined with lack of male goats.
3.2.3 Ownership and entrusted animals
Mossi herds (either cattle, sheep or goats) encountered in the bush are often the
property of the fathers of the child herding them. Some more livestock-oriented
Mossi guard their own herd.
Fulani herds are often the property of the herdsman himself or his/her father. Some
Fulani in the sample joined their herd with that of a brother or neighbour.
About half of the Mossi in the research had entrusted (confié) their cattle to a Fulani.
Mossi owning reproductive cows generally have them in the care of a Fulani. The
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Mossi keep draught bulls at home during the rainy season or all year.
The Fulani farmers in the sample did not have nor want any cattle from the Mossi,
because of a slightly troubled relationship (if an entrusted animal dies, there may be
problems with the owner).
Mossi owners are responsible for the costs of health care and other investments in
their entrusted animals.
Remuneration for entrusted cattle has been discussed in paragraph 3.1.2.4.
One Mossi had 5 Taurus animals entrusted to another Mossi in Manga, who was
allowed to use them as draught animals and benefitted from the manure, but was
not otherwise remunerated. The owner preferred Zebu as draught animals.
In several families the women owned one or more small ruminants. These animals
were always in the herd together with the husband's animals.
Generally the women were responsible for costs of health care and other
investments. The women decided on sale. Returns from sale and young are theirs.
In one Mossi family the wives also owned some cattle, which were entrusted to a
Fulani together with her husband's cattle.
Fulani wives often own cattle in the herds of their parental family, but the Fulani men
in this study did not allow the women to own cattle in the family herd. They said that
the women rarely sell animals, so their number of cattle could exceed that owned by
the husband. The men don't like that.
3.3 Use and functions of the animals
Herds provide financial security, draught bulls support crop production. Arable
farming is supported by the manure of each animal present.
3.3.1 Functions
The most important function of herds (as opposed to closely supported animals like
draught bulls, fattening rams, etc.) appears to be financial security. Domestic
animals serve as a reserve, readily convertible to cash, to buffer farm enterprises
against a variable and erratic climate and unstable commodity prices (Winrock
International, 1992). Animals are the only investment opportunity in a large part of
Zoundwéogo province (Van Waveren, 1996). Investing in female animals pays off in
offspring, which can be sold on the market when cash is needed while feed comes
mostly cheap, in the form of bush forage. All animal care appears to be targeted at
animal survival. The only exceptions to that rule are special practices to care for and
train draught animals and investment in fattening rams.
Most Mossi consider arable farming and livestock equally important, one cannot do
without the other. Some say that arable farming has priority. But some Mossi
showed signs of specialization in livestock.
The Fulani are mostly specialized livestock-farmers but arable farming seems to be
rising in importance. The Fulani do not have draught bulls, but one said he is going
to train a few of his bulls for the plough.
Animals are sold to cover medical expenses and other family necessities and for
health care for other animals. Often animals are sold to cover the costs of
vaccination of the other animals. The species and number of animals sold depends
on the number of remaining animals to be vaccinated. The owner of a few draught
bulls can pay their vaccination by selling one or two sheep or goats, while those
people with a large herd of cattle sell one or two animals to vaccinate the remainder.
Rams can be fattened as a form of investment (see paragraph 3.1.1.4).
Draught power is a very important function of bulls and donkeys. The draught
animals are used for transport, ploughing, weeding and ridging (Van Waveren,
1996).
All the Mossi in the current study owned at least two draught bulls for ploughing,
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while the Fulani had not (yet) adopted this technique. Research in the Manga area
by Prudencio (1993) pointed out that red sorghum, white sorghum and millet fields
are the fields where animal traction implements are most used. The cultivated area
is larger on farms using animal traction, than on farms that do not use animal
traction (Van Waveren, 1996).
In the early days of AVV settlement, courses were given for the Mossi colonists,
including one on ploughing with bulls. Credit was given for the purchase of bulls.
All participants owned donkeys. They are grey in colour, with a narrow black stripe
on the shoulder. They can carry loads of 50 - 100 kg (Le Houérou, 1989). The
donkey cart is very popular, for transport of the produce from the fields, transport of
products to and from the market, etc.. A course in the use of bull-drawn carts was
given once, but people were used to the donkey cart which they had been using
already before coming to the Kaïbo region.
3.3.2 Products
Milk - Only the Fulani milk their cows, and the cattle breeding Mossi T07. Sheep and
goats are never milked.
The Fulani women milk the cows in the morning and the evening (if there is enough
milk). The milk is for family consumption. In the dry season, suckling calves have
priority. Surplus is sold on the market or made into yogurt, butter or soap (savon
traditionel - by adding potassium obtained from the ashes of burnt sorghum stalks).
Revenue from sales is for the women and for child care expenses.
Meat - The farmers said they eat meat a few times a month or a few times a week. It
is mostly bought on the market. Sometimes a chicken or guinea-fowl is slaughtered
for family consumption. Only for festivities like baptisms and Tabaski sheep or goats
from the herd are slaughtered.
For Tabaski a ram of at least one year old must be slaughtered. Often the ram is
taken from the herd if one fits the Muslim criteria. For baptisms slaughtering a male
animal is obligatory; mostly rams and sometimes male goats are taken from the herd
or bought on the market. For the end of Ramadan, slaughtering is not obligatory, so
meat is often bought on the market or a few fowl are slaughtered.
For the Mossi funérailles, the funeral ceremonies to commemorate the deceased of
the past year, giving animals is not obligatory. Often money is given to the
organizing family.
It is not necessary to give animals for marriages, but no festivity can do without
meat, so often an animal is bought on the market.
The Christian families in V5 collectively bought a cow for Christmas.
Manure - All Mossi have one or two cesspits (fosses fumières) in which they collect
the manure from the animal confinement places. One Mossi said he used especially
the manure of small ruminants for growing pepper (piment) and eggplant, but mostly
the manure of different species is mixed in the pit. Other material discarded in the
manure pits comprises foodscraps left over from food preparation, ashes from
kitchen fires and the not-eaten remains of stalks that cover much of the backyard in
the time of year crop residues are fed. Often water is added to the pit to facilitate
composting.
For most people in V5 the manure from the pit is not enough to dress all the fields,
so they buy chemical fertilizer (NPK and urea), which is said to be primarily used for
cotton. Some said to have enough manure but nevertheless bought chemical
fertilizer for cotton. In Kaïbo some people (those with larger herds) have a surplus of
manure which is either given or sold to other farmers.
The Fulani do not collect manure. Mossi are allowed to collect the manure around
the Fulani camp. The Fulani move both the parcs (the confinement areas for
livestock formed by branches of spiny shrubs, see section 3.5) and the maize fields,
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so that the maize field is on the confinement area of the year before. The sorghum
fields remain in the same place. Sometimes the animals are kept in the harvested
sorghum field in the dry season to provide manure for the next year. One Mossi in
V5 also did this with a small enclos (wooden poles surrounded by wire-netting) for
sheep, but he also had a cesspit.
Manure is sometimes mixed with clay and used as plaster for houses. One farmer
said it is no good because it attracts termites. Another said manure is sometimes
used as fuel.
3.4 Veterinary care
At the start of AVV the animals of the (Mossi) colonists were regularly checked by
veterinarians (not the animals of the Fulani). The number of animals has grown and
not the number of veterinarians. Currently the veterinarian comes when called by the
farmers. Some farmers only call the vet for sick animals or vaccinations and
anthelmintics, others also call him for a check-up of the entire herd.
Epidemic diseases such as rinderpest, contagious bovine pleuropneumonia, and
peste des petits ruminants are regio wide threats (Winrock International, 1992).
All farmers have their cattle vaccinated against rinderpest each year (legal
obligation), many also against certain causes of diarrhoea and pneumonia.
Most of the Mossi vaccinate their sheep and goats against pest (peste des petits
ruminants), diarrhoea and pneumonia. Some Mossi and all of the Fulani only
vaccinate their cattle. One Fulani said that sick sheep are sold before they die, so
vaccination is not necessary: "The vaccine, that's the market.".
Vaccination of small ruminants is mostly done at home; cattle are vaccinated in the
parcs de vaccination in V5 and near Kaïbo.
Anthelmintics are often used preventively for cattle and by most people also for
small ruminants, twice a year. Some Mossi only use anthelmintics to cure infections.
One Fulani remarked that sheep suffer most from infected herbs at the start of the
rainy season, also because of the change in their menu. At that time cattle return
from transhumance and are already used to the fresh herbs.
Ticks are taken care of either by the use of a chemical pesticide sprayed on the
animal, or by pulling them off by hand and throwing them into the fire.
Trypanosomiasis is not a real problem in the research area. It was said not to exist
around Kaïbo and V5.
In other areas of West-Africa, cattle breeds like the N'Dama and West African
Shorthorn can exist under a certain tsetse challenge, although high challenges will
also cause their death (Zwart, 1992). Both, Fulani and Mossi, said not to believe this
or not to know about this, because they only breed Zebus. The Fulani said that the
best way to prevent trypanosomiasis during transhumance is to avoid infected
areas.
Losses by disease vary widely among farmers and among years, but are not high,
according to the farmers. Losses can be reduced by selling before the animal dies.
Losses by accidents are rare; there are no big roads in the area. Sometimes a
sheep or goat breaks a leg when a cow stands on it. Goats can get lost by
wandering.
Losses are not replaced excpet by reproduction in the herds.
Costs of health care are often paid by selling animals (see subsection 3.3.1). For
most Mossi, draught bulls have priority for treatment, because they pull the plough.
The Fulani also give priority to cattle, because "they are the basis" (of their
production system). Only two Mossi in Kaïbo said that all animals are equally
important.
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Traditional medicine is used by about half of the farmers interviewed. It is often
cheaper than commercial drugs and is bought from people who know the secret
recipes, or made by the farmer himself if he knows it. Snake bites, coughing,
diarrhoea, injuries, swollen throats in sheep and bloat are treated this way.
3.5 Confinement
Many forms of confinement exist. All farmers have several ways of keeping their
animals at home. Although places of confinement are never identical, some classes
can be distinguished. English equivalents are hard to find, so the French names are
used.
Places of confinement are mostly used for the night; in daytime the animals are
often in the bush during the dry season or tethered in a feed rich spot in the rainy
season.
Cases (photo 7) are found only with the Mossi. These are little houses, from the
outside nearly identical to those in which the family lives. They are built of clay
stones, the roofs are made of long grass (Andropogon spp.). The roofs of cases for
goats are kept in good condition for the rainy season because the goats dislike
moisture.
Some farmers have surrounded the case with wire-netting, giving the animals their
own cour, an open area outside the case.
Some farmers house sheep and goats in separate cases, some keep them together
in the same case. Usually there's room for around twenty animals.
Enclos (photo 8) are small areas surrounded by a few wooden poles with wirenetting. They are used by the Mossi to keep the sheep at night. They have room for
ten to twenty animals; the size can easily be adjusted and the entire construction
can be moved. One farmer moved it so he could grow maize on the manure-rich
spot which remained.
A hangar (photos 1, 4 and 9) is the common construction, encountered everywhere
to preserve crop residues. Wooden poles carry several crossbeams, on which the
bundles of crop residues lie to dry and out of reach of the animals. Hangars are
often used to tie animals that have to stay at home for some reason (like lambs with
the Fulani, that can't yet walk long distances in the bush). It provides shade. It can
also be covered by Andropogon mats that are sold on the market, so it protects the
animals (and people) from rain.
One Mossi built a wooden fence around one hangar to keep the fattening rams.
Parcs (photo 10) are found mostly with the Fulani. These are pieces of land
surrounded by branches of spiny shrubs, mostly Acacias. Cattle, sheep and goats
are kept this way, sometimes together in one parc. It is mostly used during the rainy
season, to protect the surrounding fields, but also to reduce the chance of theft.
Parcs are made at a different location each year, so the manure-rich spot can be
used to grow maize. This approach slightly differs from what was found among
transhumants in Mali, where parcs were moved regularly to manure an entire field
(Bosma and Jager, 1992).
The Fulani houses are also moved each year; only sorghum fields remain in the
same place.
Tethering of sheep and goats to a pole in feed-rich spots is done by the Mossi during
the rainy season, to prevent the animals from damaging the fields. Draught bulls are
tethered in the farm yard at night (Van Waveren, 1996). Animals are also tied to
trees or a large piece of wood.
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Donkeys can be found tied anywhere near the house in a shady place, but are often
left wandering during the dry season. To limit their wandering, some farmers tie the
donkey's forelegs.
Some farmers provide litter in the confinement places for animal comfort.
One Mossi had a ruin of a case with a mud-pool next to it for the pigs. During the
rainy season the pigs are kept there day and night, because, as he put it, "Pigs are
even more destructive than goats". If there is too much water in this place, he ties
the pigs somewhere else. During the dry season the pigs wander around the house.
The Mossi cattle breeder T07 in Kaïbo had a fenced parc in which the cows stayed
at night during the dry season (photo 11). Litter was provided for animal comfort and
better quality manure. During the dry season he moved all his animals except the
fowl to parcs in the bush. He said it is simply not possible to keep herds that large in
the village during the growing season.
He tied lambs under a hangar during the first month of their life; the mothers
automatically stay with them. After that, they wander around the house for a while.
When they are strong enough, they join the herd in the bush.
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Photo 7. Case for goats; V5.

Photo 8. Moveable enclos; V5.
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Photo 9. Hangar to store crop residues and provide shade to lambs and their
mothers, Kaïbo.

Photo 10. Fulani parc.
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Photo 11. Fenced parc for cattle, at night in the dry season; Kaïbo.

Photo 12. Drenching of Fulani cattle.
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Typology of relations of crop and livestock production
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2
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motorization, inputs
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intensified livestock production
livestock for production of milk,
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5A
Intensive livestock system
fodder growing,
specialization

Cohabitation
Imbalance

Integration

Specialization

Complementarity
* Livestock always has an added function as savings.
Only when it becomes quasi exclusive and perennial, one has type 0.

Figure 3.
Adapted from CORAF 1993.
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4 Typology
In this chapter the survey results will be used to classify the households into groups
of more or less corresponding livestock activities. The CORAF framework was found
to be an applicable way of classifying livestock activities. This framework is
described in section 4.1. The actual classification is given in section 4.2.
4.1 CORAF framework
The report 'Transformation des relations Agriculture Elevage au Sahel' (CORAF,
1993) gives a theoretical framework for describing types and evolution of agricultural
systems in the Sahel.
This 'synthetical typology of crop-livestock production' is based on the nature and
strength of crop and livestock integration and intensification.
The definitions of 'intensification' and 'integration' for this typology are as follows:
Intensification: maximizing output per unit of production.
E.g. trying to make a ram grow as fast as possible, trying to get more milk from a
cow. Intensification is generally achieved by an increase in inputs.
Integration: tuning the use of subsystems in such a way, that the output of the whole
system is maximized.
E.g. using animals to convert crop residues into manure, for a sooner availability of
manure than would be possible by composting, and to increase growth of the
animals more than would be possible on bush grazing alone.
Figure 3 shows production systems of varying intensification and varying levels of
integration of crop and livestock production. Arrows indicate possible transitions of
one type of production to another.
Figure 3 has three phases, from left to right roughly corresponding with increasing
intensification. To the left is the phase of coexistence. This is the phase of
complementary cohabitation of crop producers and livestock producers. Each has its
own production strategies, divergent and often competitive. Producers exchange
products, like milk (source of protein) for cereals (source of carbohydrates). It
comprises the systems 1A, 1B and 0. The latter is on the competitive side of the
complementarity - competition axis.
In the middle is the phase of integration. Changing demographic and climatic
conditions lead to a common logic of production, based on the association of crop
and livestock production to increase productivity. Types 2, 3A, 3B and 4 (the West
African agropastoral systems) are mixed farming systems (Schiere, 1995).
To the right is the phase of specialization. Strong specialization is a future possibility.
It requires strong integration in the market economy and continued monetarisation,
mechanisation of crop production, crop / soil specialization, high use of external
inputs in crop and livestock production, forage production, managed pastures, etc.. It
is conceivable in areas with high accumulated capital: cotton areas, irrigated areas
or near large local markets (peri-urban).
Below follows an outline of the nine systems mentioned in Figure 3. These are
waypoints in a continuum of development and adaptation to changing conditions
and therefore appear useful to classify the production systems of the participants in
the present study.
1A Extensive pastoral system
The traditional north-sahelian livestock system, used by ethnic groups that practice
transhumance. Milk is used for own consumption. There is some capitalization in the
traditional exchange circuits. Arable farming on a small scale (in production and
area) is practised near the house using animal manure. The land resources are
open to practically everyone, under more or less tacit rules of use. This system
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performs generally well under low population densities.
1B Extensive arable system
The dominant traditional south-sahelian system of extensive manual arable farming
of mostly millet on large areas in response to uncertain rainfall. A lot of labour
available, yet limiting in times of high agricultural activity (sowing, weeding and
harvest). Mostly subsistence production with some sales on the market. Like 1A, this
system exists in a relatively accessible space with abundant resources because of
the low population density. Market integration is weak.
2 Extensive agropastoral system
This system is based on extensive practices in animal and crop production and
shows rather imperfect integration. It is adopted by livestock farmers with reduced
herds (by droughts and/or overgrazing) and arable farmers with relatively many
livestock. It is semi-sedentarised, with one or two periods of transhumance. There is
competition for labour between the crop subsystem (work in the rainy season) and
the livestock subsystem (guarding of herds and transhumance). Ethnic tradition and
know-how determine the relative importance of crop or livestock production and the
degree of integration between them.
Formerly pure livestock farmers performed livestock-integrated arable farming
(manure from animal resting places, feeding of crop residues) but the need to be
more self-sufficient in food production and degradation of resources lead to
extensive, mining agricultural strategies.
Formerly pure arable farmers with presently many livestock run a risk of entering the
state where livestock serves purely as savings (Type 0), by running type 1B with a
completely independent, extensively managed herd.
When looking for more self-sufficiency in food production, extensive, and other
mining arable production methods come in use, as well as poor livestock production
because of lack of labour and sometimes know-how. However, farmers with a
modest number of small ruminants are able to invest some surplus labour in the dry
season into intensifying animal production integrated with crop production.
3A Agropastoral system with intensified livestock production
Compared to Type 2 this system shows intensification and/or specialization on
livestock production. Typical activities are:
limitation and management of pastoral areas
choice of animal species
harvesting of fodder (wild or cultivated)
use of crop residues (and sometimes agro-industrial byproducts)
stabulation part- or full-time (like ram-fattening)
It comprises a redistribution of space and resources between the cropping and
livestock activities. Better use of animal manure, crop residues as source of fodder,
technical changes in arable and livestock farming help to intensify both parts of the
production system. This system has all or most of the functions of coexistence.
3B Arable system with integrated livestock production
In this system the most important function of livestock is to support crop production.
Animals provide draught power and manure. The number of animals in this
integrated system is usually limited and adapted to the availability of fodder: crop
residues, herbs from fallow fields, agro-industrial byproducts.
It is mostly associated with cash cropping (cotton, peanuts, maize, rice) that make
the investments necessary (draught animals, plough).
Association with an extensively managed herd exists, to make use of residual
resources in time (harvested fields in the dry season or surplus vegetation in the wet
season) and in space (distant uncultivated grounds).
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4 Intensive agropastoral system
Both crop and livestock production are intensive:
important compensation of nutrients exported in crops by animal manure
feeding is seriously controlled (fodder cropping, important amounts of agroindustrial byproducts)
task specialization within the production unit
strong market integration
extended periods of confining animals
external inputs in crops and livestock
therefore less dependance on solely the natural environment
Extensively managed cattle outside the production unit disappears when the
banking system develops. The bank takes over the savings function of the herd,
which reduces the pressure on the pastoral resources.
Best chances for this system appear to be in the irrigated areas and some 3B
systems.
5A Intensive livestock system
Requires good social and economic conditions: stable prices, organisation of the
producers, development of marketing infrastructure. It requires important markets
nearby, to obtain inputs (vaccines, agro-industrial byproducts, seed for fodder crops)
and to sell animals and animal products.
It is a system with a high degree of control with high consumption of external inputs,
and specialization of production methods and production goals (e.g. peri-urban
fattening and milk production).
5B Intensive arable system
No association with livestock production in the same production unit, but exchanges
with livestock production are possible.
Crop production in irrigated areas, under conditions of intensification and
maintenance of the potential.
Important markets are necessary to obtain spare parts for motorisation, fertilizer and
other external inputs, as well as selling the products.
0 System of quasi exclusive animal savings
Livestock always has a savings function in the Sahel. However, an exclusive form
can develop, in which the growth of the herd is mostly 'artificial'. Growth of the herd
is based on investments from outside agriculture, for example commerce or public
service. Herd growth is rather independant of the availability of pastoral resources.
Even if the profitability of the investments depends on the natural resources, this
capitalistic and mining approach tends to reinvest in other activities when the
environment is exhausted.
This system has no possibilities to intensify or integrate. It is in competition with local
production systems, especially in the northern Sahel where system 3A has less
chance.
4.2 Classification of participants
The following is a description, for each participant, of the most typical and
distinguishing practices.
For more details, see appendix A.
Mossi in V5
M01 had the highest number of sheep, goats and draught bulls (among them a few
Taurus) of all the Mossi in V5, along with cattle entrusted to a Fulani. Up to five rams
per year were fattened. To feed the animals, in addition to grazing, he used five
different kinds of crop residues from his seven different crops and bought additional
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sorghum bran. He also grew some Dolichos lablab. Animals were grazed in the
bush, not only in the dry season, but also in the rainy season, guarded by children.
The draught bulls grazed the bush apart from the small ruminants.
There were no selection criteria other than health and fertility for any animals.
Draught bulls were chosen from his own herd. This herd was entrusted to a Fulani.
Some cows were present at home.
A cesspit was present and chemical fertilizer was used.
He had the highest veterinary input of the participants in V5.
Means of stabulation were a case, an enclos and hangars, the fattening rams were
stabled permanently.
Although a farm based on crop production, animal production had become very
important, integrated and somewhat intensified. M01 is classified as 3B, with a
tendency to type 4.
M02 had some sheep and draught bulls at home (no goats). He also kept pigs.
Cattle were entrusted to a Fulani. Draught bulls were chosen from this entrusted
herd. In addition to grazing, four types of crop residues out of six different crops
were fed along with bought sorghum bran. Animals were also guarded in the bush in
the rainy season, by children. There was a cesspit and a moveable enclos to use
the manure-rich spot for growing maize. There were almost no veterinary inputs like
vaccinations.
A crop-based farm with livestock to support crop production with draught power and
manure. Next to that, an extensive cattle herd in a Fulani's care and pigs wandering
on the concession. It is type 3B with an external herd.
M03 had some sheep and draught bulls at home (no goats). He had no cattle
entrusted. Sometimes he fattened a bull and fattening rams was common. Five
types of crop residues out of six different crops were used. No feed was bought. No
animals were guarded in the bush during the rainy season, probably to have labour
available on the fields. Instead, animals were tethered in feed rich spots. There was
a cesspit, and special application of manure was practised: manure from small
ruminants was used for pepper (piment) and eggplant. Sometimes his own animals
were slaughtered for meat consumption. The draught bulls were vaccinated, the
sheep were not. There was no case present.
A farm where animals were mostly used to support crop production but some surplus
interest was invested in animal production (fattening). A type 3B without external
herd, and type 2-like intensification of animal production via the use of surplus
labour.
M04 had no sheep but did have a herd of goats. Draught bulls were present (both
Zebu and Taurus), no other cattle were entrusted. Pigs were bred and fed on
brewers grains. He used three types of crop residues from six different crops. No
feed was bought. In the rainy season, cattle and goats were grazing separately in
the bush, guarded by children. A cesspit was present. Some vaccinations were given
to goats and draught bulls. Cases and hangars were used to stabulate animals.
An arable farm with bulls for draught power and goats and pigs for growing on bush
forage and kitchen left-overs. A type 3B with extensively kept small animals.
M05 had a few sheep and goats. Three draught bulls and two cows were present,
this way he bred his own draught bulls. During the dry season, two types of crop
residues out of four different crops were fed, sorghum bran was bought. Both ram
and bull fattening were practised if the opportunity arose. Meat for consumption was
sometimes taken from his own stock. Animals were tethered during the rainy
season. A cesspit was present; manure was also used for plastering. All animals
were vaccinated against pest and preventive anthelmintics were used. Cases and
hangars were used for stabling. He indicated that crop and livestock production are
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equally important, he bred his own draught bulls, had no cattle entrusted to Fulani
and bought little animal feed: production seems to be targeted at self-sufficience and
independence from the market.
An arable farm with small-scale but quite intensive use of livestock. Type 3B.
M06 had sheep, goats and Zebu draught bulls. Some Taurus cattle were entrusted
to another Mossi who could use those as draught animals. Two crop residues from
four crops were fed and D. lablab was grown. Rams were fattened. Sorghum bran
was bought. During the rainy season, animals were tethered. Meat for consumption
was sometimes taken from his own stock. A cesspit and chemical fertilizer provided
nutrients. There were vaccinations for all animals along with preventive use of
anthelmintics and regular checks by the veterinarian. Cases and hangars were
present.
An arable farm with good attention for animals, beyond their provision of energy and
manure. Type 3B.
Type 3B was found to be most fitting for the participants in V5, but they showed
differences in integration, intensification and scale. Draught power and manure is
always used. Numbers of animals varied (because of many reasons like considering
arable farming more important, dislike for e.g. goats, animals were stolen,
deliberately limiting numbers because of disease risk, need of cash, etc.) as well as
the intensification of ways to keep them healthy (feeding practices and veterinary
care).
Surpluses in labour, time and physical resources were often invested in some
intensification of animal production. Nevertheless, it should not interfere with crop
production (for example, the growing of D. lablab had a low priority).
In general, moves of opportunity were made towards more animals in an extensive
way (bush grazing, often by entrusted cattle) and more quality in an intensive way
(fattening of rams and bulls, breeding own draught animals, etc.); sometimes both
ways were found on the same farm.
Mossi in Kaïbo
T07 had an average number of sheep and goats and a remarkably large number of
cattle. Although crop production was practised, the prime interest seemed to be in
livestock. Four crop residues out of four crops were fed. It must be noted that the
area cultivated by the Kaïbo families was larger, and so were the collected amounts
of crop residues. D. lablab was grown and herbs were collected from the bush. He
was the only farmer using licking stones i.s.o. loose salt and the only one who
bought cotton seed cake. Rams were fattened. The animals were in the bush during
the rainy season under the surveillance of an adult, and, remarkably, also at night.
Some attention was given to breeding of cattle to produce purebred Zebus and
some crossbreds. He had a manure surplus and sometimes used manure for
plastering. He was the only Mossi who practised milking, for family consumption. A
lot of veterinary inputs were used. Cattle was given litter in the fenced parc to lie
down more comfortable. This also provides a better quality manure (manure
produced in a parc without litter is of inferior quality (C/N ratio low and a lot of sand))
(Bosma, 1992).
Although this farm has strong signs of intensification and therefore type 4, it also
depends on extensive bush foraging. Therefore it is considered agropastoral with
intensified livestock production (3A).
T08 had an average number of sheep and goats, around twenty cattle at home (of
which four draught bulls) and more cattle entrusted. Cattle were Zebu, Taurus and
crossbred. He used residues of all his five crops and collected large amounts of
herbs from the bush. He practised ram fattening. Animals were also bush-grazed in
the rainy season. He had two big cesspits, containing more manure than he could
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use on the fields, so he sold the surplus. Meat for consumption was sometimes
taken from his own herd. The number of veterinary check-ups was moderate. There
were only hangars to tie animals under. There was task specialization within the
household: the father managed crop production, the son was responsible for
livestock production.
Livestock has the (3B) function to support crop production. The (3A) practice of
collecting herbs from the bush for fodder is present, more intensive (3B & 4)
methods like fattening and task specialization are present. The father apparently
manages a 3B system while the son manages a 3A system. Because both are
present in the same household, the household as a whole is classified as intensive
agropastoral system, type 4.
T09 had average number of small ruminants at home, around thirty cattle (of which
seven draught bulls) and a striking number of twenty-one donkeys. He had a
business of renting out donkeys and carts and used them a lot himself for crop
transport etc.. Seven residues out of nine crops were used and D. lablab was grown.
Animals were tethered in the rainy season. They looked in somewhat poor condition
during the dry season. Animal production seemed to have the functions of
supporting crop production (3B), as a source of commercial activities (5B) and as an
investment of 'surplus money' (0). It is most like arable with integrated livestock (3B).
T10 had an average number of small ruminants and two draught bulls; no other
cattle were present or entrusted. He used residues from all his four crops. Animals
were tethered during the rainy season. There were small amounts of veterinary
inputs. There were cases and hangars to keep the animals at home.
A genuine arable system with integrated livestock production (3B), animals are
present for draught power and manure. Whatever residues and other resources
remain is used to keep small ruminants.
Kaïbo households have larger field areas and often larger numbers of animals than
the Mossi in V5. Farms have the features of several types, with different emphasis
(T07 in quality livestock production, T08 in balancing crop and livestock production,
T09 in commercializing and T10 in crop production). This may be because the
people of Kaïbo are autochthons and have differentiated for far longer than the
people in V5, who started off all more or less the same.
The Fulani near V5
P11 had more than a hundred small ruminants and more than two hundred cattle. A
couple of crops provided some crop residues, but the hottest time of the year the
herds had to survive by transhumance. Crop residues were reserved for special
cases like old or sick animals. Animals were herded in the bush day and night, by
adults and children. Purebred Zebu cattle were preferred, some selection for hair
colour was practised. Meat was sometimes obtained from his own herd, milking was
done daily. Animals rested near the camp, sometimes in parcs. A maize field was put
on the place of one of last year's parcs because of the manure. Maybe some bulls
were going to be trained for the plough to facilitate crop production.
This is an extensive agropastoral system (2).
P12 had over a hundred sheep, one goat, over a hundred cattle and some crops
(maize, sorghum). Crop residues were reserved for special cases like old or sick
animals. Transhumance was practised. No draught bulls were used. Only cattle were
given vaccinations and parasiticides.
P13 and P14 were, except for somewhat smaller numbers of animals, not much
different in livestock and crop practices from P11 and P12. P13 had cattle entrusted
from a brother.
P12, P13 and P14 are also considered to perform an extensive agropastoral system
(2). It must be noted that their period of transhumance was shorter than that
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performed by the Fulani further north in Burkina. Some Fulani herdsmen in the area
indicated not to practise transhumance at all. Some have recommenced
transhumance since the grazing pressure in the area rose. Therefore, the Fulani
system in the AVV area has a connection with the extensive pastoral system (1A).
The Fulani came from the north of Burkina (mostly Sanmatenga) where they
practised the extensive pastoral system (type 1A). In Zoundwéogo they found plenty
of grazing land and settled down to a more extensive agropastoral system (type 2).
Transhumance period was short (only a couple of months), or not at all, as some
herdsmen said. Interest in crop production rose somewhat. At present grazing
pressure and arable fields are decreasing forage availability so transhumance
periods are becoming longer.
Overall, most Mossi households are based on crop production with some integrated
animal production and herds of extensively kept animals. The Fulani perform an
extensive agropastoral system, but this system is under pressure.
Figure 4 shows the positions of the participants in this typology. Most participants
can be found on a 'transition arrow'. This is because those participants showed
features of several systems. According to the theoretical framework, this might
indicate a transition.
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Figure 4.
The households in the typology.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Technical discussion
This section gives some comments on the approach of the typology.
5.1.1 Description of animal production
The descriptive part is detailed yet incomplete. More attention might have been
given to other parts of the production system (crops and household composition) for
a more complete impression. Interesting parameters may be the ratios between
number of animals kept and cultivated area and between number of animals kept
and number of people in the household.
The interviews may be gender-biased; only the male household heads were
interviewed. Example: the Fulani women might value milk a lot more than their
husbands.
5.1.2 Method of typology
Most Mossi are typified in the category 'arable system with integrated livestock' (3B)
and most Fulani were found to fit best in the category 'extensive agropastoral
system' (2). This does not mean that there were no differences within the Mossi and
Fulani group. The differences between farmers were in the sense of size and
direction of the variation around a type. Some Mossi are very strictly type 3B while
others were type 3B with features of other types. This may be due to the nature of
the CORAF typology, which was meant to typify livestock systems in the entire
Sahel, versus the 'magnifying glass' approach of this survey.
It must be noted that the CORAF typology is a typology of development, while this
survey describes one moment in time. This survey describes where the systems are
but not where they are going.
A problem was the low number of farmers examined. Fourteen farmers were
interviewed thoroughly to yield a detailed description of livestock practices. Based
on this, a compilation of practices could be made.
The interviews were thematic, examining topics like crop residues, bush grazing,
reproduction of animals, etc.. This was useful to get details on livestock practices,
but was difficult to use to form a typology. The new questionnaire in Appendix B is
organized goal-oriented: to obtain an impression of intensification and integration on
a farm.
Another shortcoming of the typology is missing data. There is data missing in the
database (see appendix A) because of two reasons: 1) it was not possible to
execute a full cycle of interviews with all farmers and 2) the nature of the research:
some points came up during the fourth or fifth interview on a subject and could only
be included in the following interviews.
The use of a database programme proved to be quite sensitive to input errors. It is
recommended to use a spreadsheet instead.
5.2 Typological discussion
Since colonization of the AVV area, both Mossi and Fulani were able to enlarge the
herds considerably. But now competition for pasture is increasing. Fulani have
recommenced the practice of transhumance. Mossi appear to become more
dependent on crop residues or intensify by growing fodder (especially Dolichos
lablab) and purchase of concentrates (cotton cake, sorghum bran).
There are indications of increasing concentration of nutrients through livestock:
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nutrients from herbs collected in the bush and forage grazed in the bush by ever
more animals, end up on the fields. These are fields partly near the house (champs
de case). Long continuation of such concentration systems has often lead to erosion
and degradation of grazing areas (Schiere, 1992). How much manure ends up on
the fields near the house and how much on the fields away from the house (champs
de brousse) is not known.
5.2.1 Description of present systems
Mossi
The Mossi, both in Kaïbo and in V5, have roughly two sorts of animals: closely
supported animals and extensively kept animals.
The closely supported animals are generally the draught bulls and the fattening
rams. In feeding, veterinary care and confinement they are given extra attention in
the form of investment of labour and capital. For the draught bulls, this is easy to
understand: the arable subsystem cannot run without them. The practice of fattening
rams seems to originate from 'excess cash'. Obviously buying a big ram and
necessary feed is a safer investment than using the money to enlarge the herd (herd
animals run more risk of being stolen, getting lost, getting sick, and don't grow fast
on bush grazing).
Extensively kept animals, the animals herded or wandering in the bush, are a form
of savings that slowly grows without needing much capital investment. The labour of
herding can often be provided by young children.
Breeding measures are almost absent among the Mossi. There is some selection on
the size of fattening rams (which subsequently cannot mate anymore). Some Mossi
experiment with the mixing of races.
Bush grazing is under pressure of increasing numbers of animals and more arable
fields. Crop residue feeding shows some variation (in amount and strategy) based
on the available crops, animals to be fed and the owner's interest in animals.
Growing of Dolichos lablab as fodder crop is practised on a small scale; the major
constraint is the availability of labour.
Confinement: in construction, generally traditional. In time, there is again the division
in closely supported animals, which mainly stay at home, and extensively kept
animals, which graze in the bush. Special places for permanently confined fattening
animals are sometimes constructed by people that practise fattening regularly.
Manure is collected from the confinement places.
The veterinarian is called whenever the need arises. The ratio of veterinarians to
animals in the area seems to be poor.
The systems in Kaïbo deserve some special remarks because of the differentiation
amongst the four surveyed households. The people in Kaïbo are autochthons, living
there longer than the AVV settlers. Their production systems seem more 'worn in'.
The variation between these households is bigger than between the households in
V5. In Kaïbo, the attention to some activities in the production system is increased
while other activities receive less attention. This indicates some specialization.
Roughly summarizing T07 specializes in quality livestock production, T08 in
increased general production, T09 in commercial production and T10 in crop
production. In V5, the attention is more evenly divided between the activities with
less variation among households.
Fulani
The Fulani manage all the animals roughly the same way. Feeding is mainly bush
grazing. Constraints are shortage of bush forage because of other herds and arable
fields, and sometimes shortage of water.
Crop residues are used, but only for the few 'special cases' like sick or old animals.
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The crop residues from the few subsistence sorghum and maize fields would not
suffice for the large herds. The area needed is also a reason for not practising
fodder cropping, as well as that labour is necessary for subsistence cropping and
herding. Traditional views might also impede fodder cropping as well as intensifying
arable production.
Differences in the Fulani's feeding practices are found in their choice of grazing
areas. The herdsmen lead the goats and sheep to other pastures than cattle
(Smeets, 1997).
The large number of animals forms also a constraint for increasing the use of
veterinary care. Cattle receive the necessary veterinary care, but small ruminants
are rather sold before dying.
Confinement of animals seems to have the purpose of 'storing' the animals until the
next opportunity to let them graze in the bush. Night grazing points to the attitude of
preferring the animals to graze as much as possible.
Breeding strategies are not aimed at certain traits. The deliberate mixing of herds
with those of family herders and other herders encountered in the bush, points to
some implicit aim of increasing rather than decreasing within-herd variation.
However, mixing with Taurus cattle is avoided.

5.2.2 Problems
This section outlines some of the difficulties that farmers indicated, setting the scene
for further developments in the area.
5.2.2.1 Problems due to different agricultural systems
The participants' opinions about the coexistence of the different agricultural systems,
rooted in ethnicity, differ widely. Some say it's not a problem, others complain a lot.
It's a difficult mixture of competition and cooperation.
Good social relations can exist between cattle keepers and crop producers, but
animosity can occur, particularly when access to land becomes limited (Schiere,
1995).
Competition for bush forage is rising according to most farmers. Increasing
competition is blamed on Fulani herds, on Mossi fields, bushfires, Bissa (see
paragraph 3.1.2.2) expanding their terrain and rising numbers of animals both with
the Mossi and the Fulani.
Most say that they can still manage with the available forage, both in the bush and in
the form of crop residues, but some Mossi say that crop residues do indeed become
more important.
It is likely that the quality of feed will decline when straws replace grazing on
roadside and wasteland (Schiere, 1995).
Damage to fields by Fulani herds is a classical problem. The Mossi sometimes
spend the night near their fields to protect them against intruding herds. The Fulani
say the Mossi exaggerate and that they repay the damage.
Sometimes wells are difficult to reach because of (horticultural) fields surrounding
them.
Some Fulani would like to have a new zone pastorale, an area purely for the
livestock breeders. If one is started nearby, they would move there immediately.
5.2.2.2 Problems due to external factors
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Bush fires (feux de brousse) are very common in the dry season, and often ignited
by farmers. The Fulani said they sometimes have to leave for transhumance earlier
in the season because of shortage in forage after the fires. The Mossi in Kaïbo and
V5 also complain, saying that they also have to walk far longer distances every day
with the animals to find forage. Everybody is blaming everybody else for starting the
fires.
Drought struck Burkina in 1983/1984. It was not a big problem for the Mossi in the
AVV area. There were enough wells with hand pumps and they said to have been
able to collect enough crop residues to feed the animals. Of the two Fulani that
already lived in the AVV area, one found enough forage in area, the other escaped
problems by early transhumance to the south. The two Fulani that had not yet
settled in the area, suffered severe losses up north. They did not like to be
remembered of that period. Losses were replaced by natural reproduction in the
herd; it took five to ten years to re-establish the old number of cattle.
5.2.3 Development
Mossi
The Mossi are taking on opportunities towards more production. Signs of this are
their willingness to increase herd size, relying on extensive and residual resources
(bush, surplus labour in dry season, surplus money being invested), and their
willingness to intensify (e.g. by ram fattening).
The most livestock-specialized households, T07 and T08, collect herbs from the
bush as fodder. If more people start this practice, forage availability will decrease for
the herds of people that decided to continue breeding livestock only by bush
grazing.
Growing of Dolichos lablab as fodder is now practised on a small scale, when labour
is available. As long as animals can grow almost for free on bush grazing, interest in
fodder crops will stay low. Fodder cropping may increase if shortage of bush forage
increases and more labour becomes available through specialization on livestock. At
present, none of the Mossi are specialized enough on meat-for-market production to
make large scale fodder cropping profitable.
Fulani
The Fulani seem to be moving in the direction of the extensive pastoral system (type
1A). Pastoralism originates in non-equilibrial ecosystems, in which the strategy to
persist appears to be routine exploitation of the ecosystem during 'good times' and
opportunism in the form of high mobility and rapid de-stocking and re-stocking (Ellis
et al., 1993). Increased grazing pressure, more arable fields and temporarily empty
waterholes in the area lengthen the necessary transhumance period. Larger herds
are affected the most. There was no tendency to keep less animals in a more
intensive way. Pastoralists have shown a capacity for change, but consider arable
farming as a means to produce subsistence food and prefer to invest in cattle
production. This influences their willingness to accept innovations (FAO, 1983).
The Fulani would like to move to a zone pastorale if the chance arises. Forced by
the circumstances, they have recommenced transhumance but have also shown
signs of integration of arable practices into their system.
The personal logic or 'farming style' also determines the reaction to changing
circumstances. Farming styles indicate different strategies. Changes in technology
or management are often a leap into the uncertain. Such a leap is easier when the
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adaptations have more familiar features (Van der Ploeg, 1991). Intensification via
integration is a bigger leap in management to the Fulani than it is to the Mossi.
Development towards type 4
Development towards the intensive agropastoral system (type 4) is conceivable for
the Mossi, especially in Kaïbo because of it's stopover situation on a road and its
market function for the area. A shift of attitude from animal survival to production for
the market may further catalyse this development (the demand for meat in the cities
is said to be enormous).
Under the pressure of decreasing bush forage availability, a strategy can be to
intensify livestock production with smaller herds that spend less time grazing the
bush. The extensively kept bush grazing herds will become more controlled, with
longer periods of confinement and intensified use of collected feed (crop residues
and herbs), fodder cropping and veterinary care. This requires input of more labour
(care, fodder cropping, collecting feed) and more capital (fences for confinement
places, bought feed). Necessary feed resources might develop if, at the same time,
other people specialize on arable farming, either within the same household or in the
same village.
Eventually, some Mossi may own herds of a size between the present Mossi and
present Fulani herds. Part of arable farming may be used for fodder cropping, if that
is more profitable than cash crops like cotton. Some farmers may specialize in
confined fattening of smaller numbers of animals than their agropastoral colleagues
and develop in the direction of the intensive livestock system (type 5A), mostly with
cattle and sheep. Goats will probably become even less favoured in the controlled
circumstances of the intensive agropastoral system.
The intensive arable system (type 5B) might occur because of increased
commercialization and as source of fodder for the specialized livestock producers.
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6 Conclusions
6.1 Present systems
Ethnic heritage still seems to be a major distinguishing characteristic that leads to
the described production systems.
The Mossi have a diversified production system. Breeding, fodder cropping, ways of
confinement, use of veterinary care are rather extensive. Many combinations of
resource uses are present, with individual characteristics for each farmer: integration
of livestock to support crop production (draught animals, manure), intensification by
investing cash (fattening), use of the extensive resource of bush grazing. Key
elements in their production system are crops (subsistence and cash), crop
residues, draught animals, fattening animals, extensively kept (savings) herd,
manure, bush grazing.
Fulani have a more specialized production system. Mainly large herds grow on bush
forage by grazing. Some arable farming is practised, only integrated with livestock
by the use of manure and a small amount of crop residues. Key elements in their
production system are subsistence crops, a bit of crop residues, much bush grazing,
large extensive herds, some manure.
6.2 Systems in development
The Mossi are looking for opportunities to increase production, either by crops or by
livestock, and in different ways. To intensify breeding, fodder cropping, ways of
confinement, use of veterinary care, etc. more labour, knowledge and/or capital is
necessary. Because of this, intensification of some subsystems occurs (training
draught animals, fattening rams, buying chemical fertilizer, etc.), sometimes to the
point that a farmer can be called crop or livestock specialized, or at least oriented.
The Mossi in Kaïbo are already specializing on some of the diversifications. In V5
the attention is more evenly divided over the different means of production.
The Fulani want to increase numbers of animals. They are specialized in livestock
production by bush grazing of large herds of cattle and small ruminants on large
areas. The limited available bush forage forms an important constraint for increasing
the number of animals. At the same time the large herds are a constraint for
intensification by fodder cropping, use of crop residues and use of veterinary inputs,
because all are needed in large quantities to maintain a large herd.
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Appendix A Database
The following database summarizes most of the practices found in the survey and
whether or not a farmer performs them.
Legend to the variables in the database
Farmer ID and animal and crop numbers are self-explanatory. The rest of the scores
refer to the 'presence' of the stated practice or object. '0' means 'not
practised/present', '2' means 'practised/present'. '1' is used for 'not applicable' and
gives 'the benefit of doubt', for example: C7 (use of residues of peanut plants) for
farmer M05 states a 1, meaning that the farmer indicated not to grow peanuts and is
therefore not able to collect the residues of that plant. However, he might use the
residues if he grows peanuts.
A blank cell means that the data was not obtained for that farmer.
*F participating farmer ID
*NE number of crop species cultivated
Crop residues
If grown, but not used: 0
If used: 2
If not grown, benefit of the doubt: 1 (Fulani)
*C1 sorghum bran
*C2 red sorghum
*C3 white sorghum
*C4 millet
*C5 maize
*C6 rice straw
*C7 peanut straw
*C8 bean straw
*C9 potato leaves
*G grazing of field residues
*FR ram fattening
*FB fattening of bulls
*D fodder growing (Dolichos lablab)
*DG grains fed to donkey (in contrast to only feeding stalks and wandering)
*HB use of collected herbs from bush
Bought feed:
*S salt
*SL licking stone
*CC cotton cake
*SS sorghum bran
*BS sorghum stalks
*DD brewer's grains ('drêches de dolo')
* AS - ALL crop residues used for SOME animals (only for young, old or sick animals, i.e. animals unable to
leave for bush grazing). (in contrast to the use of part of the residues for all animals and another part for animals
that are unable to go out grazing in the bush, because that is always the case)
*BU branches of trees used
*FH fruits taken home
*HA herdsman: also adult (everybody lets children work as herdsmen)
*GR bush grazing also rainy season (in addition to grazing in the dry season) (sheep, goats, cattle)
*GN night grazing of cattle
*TH transhumance
*GM cattle and small ruminants guided separately in the bush
Water
*W number of drenchings per day
Mossi often drench the animals at passing the pump near the village.
*TE tethering practised in rainy season for any animal species to replace bush grazing.
Animal and crop numbers
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*NS number of sheep
*NG number of goats
*ND number of donkeys
*NC number of cattle
*NB number of cattle which are draught bulls
*P pigs present
Breeding
(Additional) breeding goal, i.e. other than health & fertility:
(independent of species because not all farmers have been interviewed on breeding for all of their species)
*CB change breed
*PB purify/keep pure breed
(CB and PB are not exclusive, T07 does both)
*SE selection for exterior (colour, legs, ...)
*ET entrusted taken (ALL no)
*EG entrusted given (is not contrary to ET)
*WR women owning small ruminants
*FC presence of not-entrusted female cattle (so cattle reproduction is done)
Breeds present:
*Z zebu
*T taurus
*C crossbred
Manure
*FF cesspit
*MS manure surplus
*SM special use of manure (special crops, plaster, combustible)
*AT use of draught bulls
*HM housing, moveable, to have manure rich spot for cultivation
*DH draught bulls chosen from own herd (in contrast to buying draught bulls on the market)
*ME meat for festivities/ceremonies sometimes taken from own herds
*MI milking (0: cows present but not milked, 1: no cows present or cows are entrusted)
*CF chemical fertilizer
Veterinary care
Vaccination:
*V1 sheep pest
*V2 sheep diarrhoea
*V3 sheep pneumonia
*V4 goats pest
*V5 goats diarrhoea
*V6 goats pneumonia
*V7 cattle pest
*V8 cattle diarrhoea
*V9 cattle pneumonia
*VP preventive parasiticides
(0: parasiticides only used curative, 2: used preventive)
*VT use of traditional medicine
*VC regular check-ups by vet (in contrast to only having the vet come in case of illness)
*SV selling animals for veterinary care
Housing:
*CA 'case'
*EN 'enclos'
*HR 'hangar'
*PA 'parc'
*L litter for comfort

Database of found practices
F
NE C1
m01
7
m02
6
m03
6
m04
6
m05
4
m06
4
t07
4
t08
5
t09
9
t10
4
p11
2
p12
3
p13
2
p14
1

C2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C3
0
0
2
2
0
0
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

C4
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0
0
0

F
NS NG ND NC NB
m01
23 24
1
7
m02
12
0
1
4
m03
18
0
1
4
m04
0 17
1
4
m05
2 10
1
5
m06
10 19
1 10
t07
24
6
2 68
t08
6 20
1 18
t09
6 10 21 29
t10
14
6
1
2
p11
101 50
3 228
p12
123
1
0 131
p13
57 10
0 73
p14
18 46
0 31

C5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
1

C6 C7 C8 C9 G
2 2 2 1
1 2 1 1
1 2 2 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 0 1 2
1 1 1 2
2 2 2 1
2 1 2 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

FR FB D
2 0
0 0
2 2
0 0
2 2
2 0
2 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

2
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CB PB SE ET EG WR FC Z
0 0 0 0 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 2 2
0 2 2 0
2 2 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 2
0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0 2 2 0 0
2
0 2 0 0 0 2 2
0 2 0 2 0 2 2
0 2 0 0 0 2 2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

P
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
7
2
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

DG HB S
2 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 2
2 2
2 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

T

C
2
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

SL CC SS BS DD AS BU FH HA GR GN TH GM W
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0
0 0 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
0 0 2 0 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0

2
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

TE
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
0

FF MS SM AT HM DH ME MI CF V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 V9 VP VT VC SV CA EN HR PA L
2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
0
2 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
2
0
2 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 0
2
2
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
2 0 0 2 0 2 2 1 2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
0
2 2 2 2 0
2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 2 2
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0 2
0 2 1
2 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
0
2
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
0 1 0 0
1 2 2
0
0
0
2
0 1 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
2
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0 1 0 0 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
0
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Appendix B Proposed questionnaire
Following is a list of questions to form a qualitative impression of the extensive,
intensive and integrated animal production practices on a farm.
It consists of 4 parts: on feeding, on management and confinement, on functions
and uses of animals and on veterinary inputs.
Each part is divided in three, the first on extensive practices, the second on intensive
practices, and the third on signs of integration. Extensive should be seen as
opposed to intensive, so some questions are mutually exclusive. Keep in mind the
definitions of intensive and integrated in §4.1.
Each of these parts has one or more central questions stated, followed by
supporting questions that might help answering these central questions. These
supporting questions were mostly derived from the survey. If noted, the number
index between brackets refers to the system(s) of the typology it fits best in. The
letter index refers to the database (see Appendix A).
Feeding
>Extensive
Central questions:
What & how much 'extensive feed resources' are used?
Is bush grazing practised? To what extent?
Is there a general strategy of 'bringing the animals to the feed?'
Supporting questions:
1) (0,1A,2) BU Are any branches of trees cut to feed feed the animals in the dry
season?
Some questions to form an impression of the bush grazing activities...
2) (1A) HA Do adults ever herd the animals? (in contrast to only children herding)
3) (1A,2) GR Are any animals grazed in the bush during the rainy season?
4) (1A,2) GN Are cattle grazed in the bush during the night?
5) (1A,2) TH Is transhumance practised?
6) (1A,2,3A) GM Are cattle and small ruminants guided separately in the bush?
>Intensive
Central questions:
What & how much 'intensive feed resources' are used?
Is feed bought? What sort of feed? (energy or protein rich?) How much feed is
bought?
Is any fodder grown?
Is there a general strategy of
bought feed
fodder cropping
'feed brought to the animals'?
Supporting questions:
7) (0,1A,2) FH Are ever any fruits taken home to be fed to the animals?
8) (2,3A) HB Are herbs collected in the bush to be fed to the animals at home?
9) S Is salt used as supplement?
10) (4) SL Are licking stones used instead of loose salt?
11) (4) CC Is cotton cake being fed?
12) SS Is sorghum bran being bought?
13) BS Are sorghum stalks being bought sometimes?
14) (3A,3B) DD Are brewer's grains (drêches de dolo) being fed to the pigs?
15) (4) D Is any fodder plant grown? (if so, it's usually Dolichos lablab)
16) (3A,4) DG Are any sorghum or millet grains fed to the donkey in the dry season?
(as supplement to the feeding of stalks and to what the donkey finds by itself when
wandering)
>Integrated
Central questions:
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What & how much 'integrated feed resources' are used?
Are crop residues and other farm byproducts used as feed?
Are crop residues used to feed the animals during the dry season? How much? For
some or all animals? (2,3a,3b)
Supporting questions:
17) (2,3A,3B) If any of the following crops are grown, are the residues used to feed
the animals during the dry season?
crop grown
residue used
yes/no
yes/no
C2 Red sorghum
C3 White sorghum
C4 Millet
C5 Maize
C6 Rice straw
C7 Peanut leaves
C8 Bean leaves
C9 Potato leaves
18) (2,3A,3B) C1 Is sorghum bran fed?
19) (1A,2) G Are animals grazed on the residues on harvested fields?
20) (2) AS Are crop residues only used for animals that stay at home for some
reason?
21) (3B) TE Are animals tethered during the rainy season? (Integrated because it
means hands available for field labour.)
Herd management and confinement
>Extensive practices (generally 'knowledge and activity-extensive'):
Central questions:
How much freedom of behaviour do the animals have? Or in other words: how 'wild'
are the animals?
Is mating only taking place 'accidentally' in the bush?
Are stables absent?
Supporting question:
22) (2) EG Does the farmer entrust animals to others? ('external herd')
>Intensive (generally 'knowledge and activity-intensive'):
Central questions:
How and how much is the behaviour of the animals controlled?
Are breeding measures taken?
Are animals confined?
Supporting questions:
23) (3A) DH Are draught bulls ever chosen from the own herd? (in contrast to only
buying them on the market, says something about the priority of cattle to the farmer:
traditionally, cattle reproduction is almost purely the business of Fulani.)
24) (3A,4) CB Does the farmer try to change the breed of some or one of his herds?
(e.g. trying to breed crossbreds)
25) (3A,4) PB Does the farmer deliberately take measures to purify part or all of his
herds (towards pure Zebu or Taurus)?
26) (3A,4) SE Does the farmer ever select animals for breeding because of their
exterior? (colour, legs, ...)
27) (1A,3A,4) FC Does the farmer have female cattle which are not being entrusted?
>Integrated:
Central questions:
Are practices in animal and crop production management tuned in to support one
another?
Is the herd size limited by leftover resources after cropping (crop residues, kitchen
litter, surplus labour, etc.)?
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Supporting questions:
28) (3A) L Is any litter used in the housing for the comfort of the animals?
29) (2) HM Are some places of confinement moved each year to cultivate crops on
the manure rich spot?
Functions and uses of animals
>Extensive
Central questions:
Do the animals serve only as savings?
Is the herd only a way of investing income from other activities?
>Intensive
Central questions:
Are animal products a 'goal by itself'?
Are animals kept to produce for consumption in the household and the market?
Supporting questions:
30) (3A,4) FR Is fattening of rams practiced?
31) (3A,4) FB Is fattening of bulls practised?
32) (1A,2,3A,4,5A depending on quantity and such) MI Are the cows milked?
33) ME Is the meat necessary for festivities or ceremonies ever obtained by
slaughtering animals from the owner's own herds? (in contrast to only buying that
meat on the market)
>Integrated
Central questions:
Is the main function of animals to support crop production?
Are animals used especially to provide draught power and manure?
Supporting questions:
34) (3B) FF Is a cesspit present?
35) (3A) MS Does the farmer have a manure surplus? i.e. Does he have more
manure than he needs for his fields?
36) (3B,4) SM Are specific manure qualities distinguished? (like certain types of
manure for certain crops, or as plaster or as combustible)
37) (3B,4) AT Are draught bulls used to plough the fields?
Veterinary care
>Extensive
Central question:
Is the use of veterinary inputs very low or zero?
>Intensive
Central questions:
How much veterinary inputs are used?
Preventive or curative?
Supporting questions:
(38-41: 3A,3B,4,5A depending on quantity)
38) V1-V9
Vaccinations against:
pest diarrhoea pneumonia
Sheep
For:
Goats
Cattle
39) VP Are parasiticides used preventively? (in contrast to only curative use)
40) VT Is ever any traditional medicine used to cure or heal sick or injured animals?
41) VC Does the veterinarian perform regular check-ups of the herds? (in contrast to
coming only when called for in case of illness)
42) (1A,3A,4) SV Are animals sold to pay for the veterinary costs for the rest of the
herd?
>Integrated
Central question:
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Are veterinary inputs only used for the crop-supporting animals?
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Appendix C
Numbers of cattle per farm
f: females, m: males, d: draught bulls
Age
m01 f
m
d
m02 f
m
d
m03 f
m
d
m04 f
m
d
m05 f
m
d
m06 f
m
d
t07
t08 f
m
d
t09 f
m
d
t10 f
m
d
p11
p12 f
m
d
p13 f
m
d
p14 f
m
d

0

1

2

1

3

4

1

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 fraction Total

1

2
1

1

0.43
0.57
0.25
0.75
1.00
1.00
0.40
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.40

1

3

1

1

1

2

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2
2
5

1

1

6

1
1

1

0.78
0.22
0.13
0.38
0.50
1.00

4
1
2

1
2

1
11
13

2

1

5 13 15 13
5 8 6 1

1
3

4
3

4

7

8
6

2
1

2

1

3

3

4

1

3

2

3

5

9

3

9

1

2

3

1

2

1

1

3

3

0.75
0.25
0.81
0.19
0.77
0.23
-

7

4

4

4

5

10
68

18

8 +

21 entr.
elsewhere

2
228

131

32 +

31

41 entr.
from
brother
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Appendix C
Numbers of small ruminants per farm
Sheep
Adult
Young
"corrected"
Owner Male Female Male Female Total
total
m01
4
6
9
4
23
m02
0
5
2
4
11
12
m03
0
6
5
7
18
m04
0
m05
2
m06
10
t07
1
8
7
8
24
t08
0
3
3
0
6
t09
0
4
0
1
5
6
t10
1
7
3
3
14
p11
2
36
18
24
80
101
p12
8
43
?
?
51
123
p13
2
26
11
18
57
p14
18

Goats
Adult
Young
"corrected"
Owner Male Female Male Female Total
total
m01
24
m02
0
m03
0
m04
0
8
6
3
17
m05
0
4
2
4
10
m06
0
9
6
4
19
t07
6
t08
20
t09
10
t10
6
p11
50
p12
1
p13
10
p14
0
11
3
9
23
46

empty cell: not recorded
?: unknown
“corrected” is for animals that were counted, but age or sex was not recorded.
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Appendix D Used questionnaires
Questionnaire sur l'utilisation des résidus de récolte
Version FR2.1, 27-10-95
1) Quelles sont les plantes que vous cultivez?
Question 2 à 8 sont répétées pour chaque résidu.
2) Utilisez-vous résidu x comme fourrage?
Oui -> question 3
Non -> 2.1) Qu'est-ce que vous faites avec le résidu?
(mulching/enfouissement, composter, vendre, utiliser
comme combustible, brûler sur le champ, ...)
3.1) Comment conservez-vous résidu x?
(bottes, dans sacs, lâche, ...)
3.2) Où conservez-vous le résidu x?
(près du champ (voyez question 4)/près de la maison,
hangar/arbre/...)
4) Quand transférez-vous résidu x du champ à la maison?
(tout de suite après la récolte ou a un autre moment?)
(cette question n'est pas posée si selon 3.2 le résidu
est conservé seulement près de la maison).
5) Quels animaux alimentez-vous avec le résidu x?
(espèce, sexe, âge, phase de production (gestation,
lactation, engraissement), animaux de trait pendant le
temps de labourage, ...)
6) Quand alimentez-vous le résidu x aux animaux?
(aussitôt que c'est disponible, si la brousse ne produit
plus assez, quel mois?, ...)
7) Sous quelle forme distribuez-vous le résidu x?
(brouter les chaumes, coupé, haché, broyé, mélangé avec
autres résidus ou fourrage, divisé en racine/tige/
feuille, ...)
8) Quelle quantité avez-vous de résidu x?
(peser & compter.)
Enquête reconnaissante sur les habituels de l'affouragement
V FR 1.01 8/12/95
1.1)
Est-ce qu'il achète de la nourriture?
(organique et minérale (sel))
Quand? Pour quels animaux?
Est-ce qu'il achète/est donné/échange contre qqc. des résidus de récolte?
2) Fait-il de la culture fouragère?
Quels plantes?
Pour quels animaux?
Combien? (charettes, hectares, ...)
3) Où abreuve-t-il ses animaux?
(eaux résiduaires du ménage, forage, source naturelle (marigot, lac))
Combien de fois par jour?
4.1)
Est-ce que tous les animaux vont en brousse chaque jour?
De quelle heure à quelle heure?
Toute l'année?
Est-ce qu'il y a des animaux qui restent à la maison pour des raisons
particulières?
(engraissement, malade, trop jeune ou trop vieux, ...)
Est-ce que tous les espèces vont ensemble ou séparé?
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Pourquoi séparé?
(Pour les Peulh: Quelle période sont-ils en transhumance?
Où vont-ils? Est-ce qu'ils prennent la même route chaque an?
Avec quels animaux? (boeufs, moutons, chèvres, ânes)
Quels animaux restent à la maison? Pourquoi?)
4.2)
Envoye-t-il un berger avec le troupeau?
Qui est le berger?
4.3)
Est-ce qu'il envoye lui à une certaine place?
(pour abreuvement, certaines herbes, un champ récemment récolté, ...)
Est-ce que les animaux restent toute la journée sur le même endroit, ou
divaguent-ils?
Est-ce que le berger cherche certaines places lui-même?
A-t-il chaque jour la même route?
Est-ce que le terrain de broutage change ou agrandit avec le progrès de la saison
sèche?
5.1)
Quand broutent ses animaux ses champs?
(immédiatement après récolte ou à un autre moment?)
Combien de temps broutent-ils un champ/ses champs?
5.2)
Qu'est-ce que l'ordre des espèces d'animaux sur les champs?
Est-ce que l'ordre des animaux est le même pour chaque plante?
Quand peuvent entrer les animaux des autres paysans?
(Premièrement ses animaux, après, les voisins, dernièrement des autres
(Peulh?)?
Ou un autre ordre?)
5.3)
Est-ce qu'il a besoin de consentement du propriétaire pour laisser entrer ses
animaux dans un champ d'un autre paysan?
6.1)
Ramasse-t-il des branches/fruits/gousses/herbes de la brousse?
(Ramassé quand? conservation, quantité, pour quels animaux, donné quand,
sous quelle
forme & combien?)
6.2)
Est-ce que les bergers ramassent des branches/fruits/gousses qu'ils
donnent dans la
brousse ou apportent à la maison?
7) Où mange l'âne?
Qu'est-ce que mange l'âne?
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Enquête des bergers
FR2.1 2/2/96
nom:
animaux
boeufs
boeufs de trait
moutons
chèvres
ânes

sexe:

âge:

ethnie:

nombre

propriétaire:
village d'origine des animaux:
rélation entre berger et propriétaire:

ethnie:

1 A quelle heure commence-t-il?
Jusqu'au quelle heure?
2 Est-ce qu'il prend la même route chaque jour?
3 Est-ce que le propriétaire des animaux envoye-lui spécialement à certains
endroits? Ou de prendre une certaine route?
4 Quand abreuve-t-il les animaux?
5 Est-ce que le terrain de broutage change ou agrandit avec le progrès de la
saison sèche?
6 Quelles végétations cherche-t-il?
7 Est-ce qu'il cherche des terrains brûlé à raison de la répousse?
8 Est-ce qu'il y a des végétations/endroits qu'il évite? Pourquoi?
9 Est-ce qu'il cherche spécialement des champs récemment récoltés? Ou entre-t-il
quand il trouve un champ en route?
10Est-ce qu'il a besoin de consentement du propriétaire d'un champ pour entrer?
11 Quels fruits/gousses sont mangés par les animaux?
12Est-ce qu'il coupe/ramasse des branches/fruits/gousses qu'il donne aux
animaux?
(Quels arbres, pour quels animaux, quand, combien, amené à la maison?)
Pour les gens en transhumance...
13Où est son campement pendant l'hivernage?
14Quel est sa destination?
(Il vient d'où?/Il va où?)
Questionnaire sur histoire
FR2.1 4/2/96
1) COMMENCEMENT
Quelle est son lieu d'origine?
Quand est-il arrivé à l'AVV?
Quels et combien d'animaux avait-il à son lieu d'origine?
(boeufs de trait, pour le lait, moutons, chèvres, ânes)
Était-il permis d'emmener des animaux?
Quels et combien d'animaux a-t-il emmené?
Quels et combien d'animaux a-t-il laissé?
Pourquoi devait-il laissé ces animaux?
!Comment a-t-il choisi les animaux pour emmener?
Quels et combien d'animaux a-t-il en ce moment à son lieu d'origine?
Est-ce que les troupeaux au lieu d'origine sont agrandit ou rétrécit?
Est-ce que les troupeaux ici sont agrandis ou rétrécis?
1-P) COMMENCEMENT - PEULH
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Quand est-il prémièrement venu dans la zone?
Quand a-t-il cessé de transhumer en permanence?
Quand est-il s'installé plus ou moins permanent dans la zone?
Combien de mois de l'annee restait-il?
Est-ce que son séjour dans la zone a été influencé par l'installation AVV? Comment?
A-t-il cultivé dès son installation dans la zone? Sinon, quand a-t-il commencé de
cultiver?
Est-ce que l'AVV lui a parlé du Sondré Est?
Qu'est-ce qu'il en pensait dans le temps?
Qu'est-ce qu'il en pense maintenant?
Est-ce qu'il utilise l'infrastructure du Sondré Est? (parc de vaccination, assistance
vétérinaire,...)
Est-ce qu'en tant que "sédentaire" il peut encore agrandir le troupeau?
!Est-ce qu'il a eu a changé sa gestion de troupeau?
Comment? Pourquoi?
2) RENSEIGNEMENT
Qu'est-ce que l'AVV a fait pour l'élevage?
(Il y avait plusieurs programmes, sur
les charrettes trait par des boeufs (pas réussit, pourquoi?)
la culture attelée
la culture fourragère
collection de kimbgo, peut-être qqc. avec le foin
programmes de credit
de l'assistance véterinaire (vaccination, déparasitage))
A quels programmes a-t-il participé? Pourquoi? Comment?
A quels programmes il n'a pas participé? Pourquoi pas?
3) SECHERESSE
Il y avait des sècheresses début des '70 et '83-'84.
Quelles étaient les conséquences pour les troupeaux?
Qu'est-ce qu'il a fait pour nourrir ses animaux?
Avait-il assez des résidus de récolte pour ses animaux?
A-t-il perdu des animaux à cause de la sècheresse? Quels & combien?
Devait-il vendre des animaux pour acheter des céréales ou des autres nourritures?
Quels et combien des animaux? Pourquoi a-t-il choisi cet espèce pour vendre?
Qu'est-ce qu'est passé avec les animaux lesquelles étaient confiés? Est-ce qu'il y
avait des confiés lesquelles sont morts?
A-t-il rétracté des confiés? Qu'est-ce qu'il a fait avec eux?
Est-ce que les bergers ont changé ou agrandi le terrain de broutage?
(Peulh: a-t-il changé ou allongé l'itinéraire de la transhumance?)
Après sècheresse/reconstitution des troupeaux:
Quel stratégie a-t-il appliqué pour reconstituer ses troupeaux?->
Il lui restait quels et combien des animaux?
Est-ce qu'ils suffissaient en nombre pour reconstituer les troupeaux?
(quelques stratégies:
multiplication de ses propre animaux
!-investissement des surplus agricole en élevage
berger salarié pour animaux des autres
devenir berger pour les animaux d'un autre et rémuneration en animaux
travail salarié ailleur -> réinvestissement en animaux
commerce bétail
!-multiplication des petits ruminants suivi par échange des p.r. pour un boeuf.
autre)
Est-ce qu'il y avait des épidemies?
(suivi par même questions que sècheresse)
4) CÉRÉMONIES
Funéraille/marriage/baptême:
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(Demande spécialement pour les cérémonies de sa propre famille!)
Quand etait le dernier f/m/b?
De qui/quelle rélation?
Qu'est-ce qu'était sa contribution?
Quels et combien d'animaux a-t-il donné/abattu?
Est-ce qu'il y a des differents cadeaux pour des differentes rélations?
Pour les fêtes annuels comme le tabaski et fin de ramadan:
Quels et combien d'animaux sont donnés/abattus?
5) TERRAIN DE BROUTAGE
Quand ils sont venus, toute était brousse. Comment cette situation c'est développé?
Le terrain de broutage, est-ce que c'est changé ou agrandi avec le temps?
Doivent les bergers marcher plus loin maintenant?
Est-ce que à ce moment il y a beaucoup/suffisament de brousse pour paturer les
animaux?
Est-ce qu'il y a plus de compétition?
Est-ce que dans les temps les résidus de récolte étaient déja impourtant?
Est-ce qu'il faut acheter plus de nourriture?
Est-ce qu'il y avait des changes sur l'abreuvement? Peut-être on a fait des forages.
6) MARCHÉ
Les prix de marché des animaux:
Est-ce qu'ils sont changé avec les temps? (dévaluation!)
Est-ce que il a vendu ou acheté beaucoup des animaux à cause de ces changes?
Les prix de marché de la nourriture animale:
Est-ce qu'ils sont changé avec les temps?
Est-ce que il a vendu ou acheté beaucoup des animaux à cause de ces changes
des prix de la nourriture animale?
Quand les prix de la nourriture s'élèvent, utilise-t-il plus des résidus de récolte ou
broutage de la brousse?
7) COHABITATION
Avez-vous toujours eu des confiés?
Est-ce que le nombre des confiés est changé?
Pourquoi plus/moins de confiés maintenant?
Quelles espèces sont confiés? Boeufs? Moutons? Chèvres?
Avez-vous toujours eu vos confiés chez le même berger?
Peulh: Avez-vous toujours eu les confiés des mêmes agriculteurs?
Est-ce que l'abreuvement était jamais empêché par des champs?
Qu'est-ce qu'on a fait pour solvé ce problème?
Reproduction, étable & fumier, vétérinaire, femmes & lait
FR 1.0 3/2/96
Reproduction
Boeufs (Peulh)
Taureaux
1 Combien de taureaux pour la reproduction avez-vous? (Vois aussi rélevé, âge
fertile)
2 Est-ce que chaque taureau peut feconder les vaches de votre troupeau?
3 Est-ce qu'il y a des taureaux qui sont séparés du troupeau?
4 Quand décidez-vous de vendre un taureau?
5 Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre un taureau?
6 A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre un taureau ou de garder-lui pour la
reproduction?
7 Qu'est-ce qu'est important à un taureau pour la reproduction?
(Ou: à quels aspects vous faites attention quand vous achetez un taureau?)
Check: - bonne mère
- bon père
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- anatomie (bosse, couleur, pattes, ...)
- contrôle des veaux
8 A quel âge le taureau est trop vieux pour la reproduction?
9 Savez-vous de chaque boeuf qui est le père?
10Est-ce qu'il y a des taureaux, spécial pour l'élevage des bovins de trait?
11 Est-ce qu'il y a des taureaux, spécial pour l'élevage des bovins pour le lait?
Vaches
12Qu'est-ce qu'est important à une vache?
13Est-ce qu'une génisse est toujours gardé?
14Quand décidez-vous de vendre une vache?
15Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre une vache?
Check: - difficultés de mettre-bas
- peu du lait
- peu des veaux/des veaux fémelles
- anatomie pas bon
16A quel âge la vache est trop vieille pour la reproduction?
17A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre une vache?
18Est-ce que chaque vache est fecondé par chaque taureau?
19Est-ce qu'il y a des vaches, spécial pour l'élevage des bovins de trait?
20Est-ce qu'il y a des vaches, spécial pour l'élevage des bovins pour le lait?
Troupeaux
21Est-ce que vos troupeaux se mélangent avec les troupeaux des autres de temps
en temps? p.e. aux places d'abreuvement?
22Est-ce qu'il y a des fécondations pendant ces mélanges des troupeaux?
23Tenez-vous intentionellement votre troupeau séparé des autres troupeaux?
24Prêtez-vous jamais un taureau d'un autre éleveur pour feconder vos vaches?
25Prêtez-vous jamais un taureau à un autre éleveur pour feconder ses vaches?
Zébu vs. Taurin
26Préferez-vous zébu, taurin ou métisse?
27Pourquoi préferez-vous zébus plus que taurins?
28Si quelqu'un veut confier un taurin, est-ce que vous acceptez?
29Est-ce que vous castrez les taureaux taurins?
30Qu'est-ce que vous trouvez des métisses?
31Dirigez-vous les féconditations?
32Préferez-vous des descendants mâles ou fémelles?
33Dans quelle saison il y a le plus des mises-bas?
34Après combien de mois sevrez-vous les veaux?
35Comment? (épines sur le nez?)
Moutons (tout le monde)
Béliers
36Combien de béliers pour la reproduction avez-vous?
37Est-ce que chaque bélier peut feconder les brébis de votre troupeau?
38Est-ce qu'il y a des béliers qui sont séparés du troupeau?
39Quand décidez-vous de vendre un bélier?
40Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre un bélier?
41A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre un bélier ou de garder-lui pour la
reproduction?
42Qu'est-ce qu'est important à un bélier pour la reproduction?
(Ou: à quels aspects vous faites attention quand vous achetez un bélier?)
Check: - bonne mère
- bon père
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- anatomie (couleur, pattes, ...)
- contrôle des agneaux
43A quel âge le bélier est trop vieux pour la reproduction?
44Savez-vous de chaque mouton qui est le père?
Brébis
45Qu'est-ce qu'est important à une brébis?
46Est-ce qu'une brébis est toujours gardé?
47Quand décidez-vous de vendre une brébis?
48Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre une brébis?
Check: - difficultés de mettre-bas
- peu du lait pour les agneaux
- peu des agneaux/des agnelles
- anatomie pas bon
49A quel âge la brébis est trop vieille?
50A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre une brébis?
51Est-ce que chaque brébis est fecondé par chaque bélier?
Troupeaux
52Avez-vous Bali-Bali, Naine ou Djallonké?
53Est-ce que vos troupeaux se mélangent avec les troupeaux des autres de temps
en temps? p.e. aux places d'abreuvement?
54Est-ce qu'il y a des fécondations pendant ces mélanges des troupeaux?
55Tenez-vous intentionellement votre troupeau séparé des autres troupeaux?
56Prêtez-vous jamais un bélier d'un autre éleveur pour feconder vos brébis?
57Prêtez-vous jamais un bélier à un autre éleveur pour feconder ses brébis?
58Dirigez-vous les féconditations?
59Préferez-vous des descendants mâles ou fémelles?
60Dans quelle saison il y a le plus des mises-bas? (Compare avec Fenke)
61Après combien de mois sevrez-vous les agneaux?
62Dirigez-vous le sevrage? Comment?
Chèvres (presque tout le monde)
Boucs
63Combien de boucs pour la reproduction avez-vous?
64Est-ce que chaque bouc peut feconder les chèvres de votre troupeau?
65Est-ce qu'il y a des boucs qui sont séparés du troupeau?
66Quand décidez-vous de vendre un bouc?
67Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre un bouc?
68A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre un bouc ou de garder-lui pour la
reproduction?
69Qu'est-ce qu'est important à un bouc pour la reproduction?
(Ou: à quels aspects vous faites attention quand vous achetez un bouc?)
Check: - bonne mère
- bon père
- anatomie (couleur, pattes, ...)
- contrôle des chèvreaux
70A quel âge le bouc est trop vieux pour la reproduction?
71Savez-vous de chaque chèvre qui est le père?
Chèvres (fémelles)
72Qu'est-ce qu'est important à une chèvre?
73Est-ce qu'une chèvre est toujours gardé?
74Quand décidez-vous de vendre une chèvre?
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75Quelles sont les raisons pour vendre une chèvre?
Check: - difficultés de mettre-bas
- peu du lait pour les chevreaux
- peu des chevreaux/des chevrelles
- anatomie pas bon
76A quel âge la chèvre est trop vieille?
77A quel âge décidez-vous de vendre une chèvre?
78Est-ce que chaque chèvre est fecondé par chaque bouc?
Troupeaux
79Avez-vous Sahélienne (pattes longues), Nubique (nez crochu) ou métisse?
80Est-ce que vos troupeaux se mélangent avec les troupeaux des autres de temps
en temps? p.e. aux places d'abreuvement?
81Est-ce qu'il y a des fécondations pendant ces mélanges des troupeaux?
82Tenez-vous intentionellement votre troupeau séparé des autres troupeaux?
83Prêtez-vous jamais un bouc d'un autre éleveur pour feconder vos chèvres?
84Prêtez-vous jamais un bouc à un autre éleveur pour feconder ses chèvres?
85Dirigez-vous les féconditations?
86Préferez-vous des descendants mâles ou fémelles?
87Dans quelle saison il y a le plus des mises-bas? (Compare avec Fenke)
88Après combien de mois sevrez-vous les chevreaux?
89Dirigez-vous le sevrage? Comment?
Cérémonies & fêtes réligieuses
90Quels boeufs/moutons/chèvres choissisez-vous pour donner/ abattre?
91A quels aspects vous faites attention pour choisir?
(couleur/force/sexe/castré/grandeur/grosseur/...)
Engraissement
92Quels animaux choisissez-vous pour engraissement?
(sexe, âge, ...)
93Où gardez-vous les animaux pour engraissement?
94Est-ce qu'il y a d'aide de l'SPRA?
95Qu'est-ce que vous donnez comme nourriture?
96Est-ce qu'il sont vaccinés? Contre quelles maladies?
Etables et fumier
Places de confinement
Examine tous les étables/parcs/cages/places d'attachement, posez ces questions-ci:
97
Quels animaux sont gardés ici?
98
Des différentes espèces ensemble?
99
Il y a place pour combien d'animaux?
100
Quelle saison?
101
Quelle temps du jour?
102
Est-ce qu'il y a de la couverture de la terre? Quoi?
103
Quelle période/saison de l'an on ramasse le fumier?
104
Où est-ce qu'on met le fumier? (fosse, immédiatement sur champ, ...)
Fumier
105
Quelle quantité de fumier avez-vous par an? (kg, charrettes, bassines, ...)
106
Comment on transfère ça aux champs?
107
Avez-vous assez de fumier?
108
Achetez-vous d'engrais chimique (comme supplement)?
109
Avez-vous un surplus? Qu'est-ce que vous faites avec ça?
110
Est-ce que le fumier des différentes espèces a des différentes applications?
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111
Est-ce qu'on ramasse le fumier aussi des autres places que les cases et
parcs? (De la brousse, places d'attachement, ...)
112
Est-ce que les parcs sont déplacés intentionnellement chaque an pour
utiliser ce terrain pour l'agriculture?
113
Est-ce qu'il y a des autres applications pour le fumier? (matériel de
construction (dans les briques?), combustible, magie, ...)
Les choses vétérinaires
AVV:
114
Est-ce qu'il y a régulièrement des contrôles par un médecin vétérinaire?
115
Si oui, quand? Combien de temps par an?
116
Qu'est-ce que vous pensez de ces contrôles? (suffisant en fréquence et
qualité?)
Vaccinations:
117
Contre quelles maladies vos boeufs/moutons/chèvres/ânes sont vaccinés?
118
Tous les animaux du troupeau?
119
Est-ce que le médecin vient ici pour les vaccinations? Ou est-ce que c'est
fait à une autre place? (p.e. au marché)
Déparasitage
120
Quel remèdes utilisez-vous contre les parasites intestinals?
121
Combien de fois par an? Quelle saison?
122
Quel remèdes utilisez-vous contre les parasites extérieurs?
123
Combien de fois par an? Quelle saison?
124
Qu'est-ce que vous faites contre les tiques?
125
Qu'est-ce que vous faites contre les affections cutanées? (c.à.d. les
problèmes de peau, oui.)
Tryps
126
Quelles mesures prenez-vous contre le trypanosomiasis?
(vétérinaire, changements du itinéraire et temps de la transhumance, ...)
127
Quand prenez-vous ces mesures? (saison)
128
Est-ce que l'itinéraire de la transhumance est influencé par la pression de la
infection dans les forêts classés/parcs nationaux?
129
Taurins sont trypanotolérant. Est-ce que c'est une raison pour avoir des
taurins?
Frais des choses vétérinaires
130
Combien des animaux par an sont perdus à cause des maladies?
131
Combien des animaux par an sont perdus à cause des accidents?
132
Comment remplacez-vous les animaux perdus? (acheter, réproduction, ...)
133
Quelles sont les dépenses annuelles pour vaccinations?
134
Quelles sont les dépenses annuelles pour traitement?
135
Quels animaux ont priorité pour traitement?
136
Est-ce qu'on vend des petits ruminants pour payer les frais médicaux des
boeufs? (vaccination & traitement)
137
138

Est-ce qu'on utilise des médicaments traditionels pour les animaux?
Quels? Contre quels maladies?

Femmes et Lait
Questions pour l'épouse...
Seulement Peulh:
139
Qui fait la traite?
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140
Qui fait les produits du lait?
141
Quels produits?
142
Qui vend le lait? Qui vend les produits?
143
Quelle saison vous avez le plus du lait?
144
Est-ce que la production du lait est changé pendant les ans passé?
145
S'il y a peu du lait, est-ce que vous remplacez le lait par une chose
différente sur le menu?
146
147

Avez-vous des animaux chez vos parents?
Si oui, quels? Combien? Où?

Tous:
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

Est-ce que vous avez de la viande sur le menu de temps en temps?
Si oui, quelle est la source de cette viande? (marché, propre troupeau, ...)
Quels animaux sont achetés avec votre argent?
Quels animaux sont venus de votre famille?
Est-ce que vous avez la responsabilité pour vos propres animaux?
Sont-ils ajoutés au reste du troupeau?
Est-ce que c'est vous qui décide si et quand vos animaux seront vendus?
Qui obtient l'argent d'une vente de vos animaux?
Les petits de vos animaux, est-ce qu'ils sont votre propriété?

